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Abstract 
This study compares the soils, floristic composition, phytosociological structure and 
history of seven Brazilian savannas in the Amazon basin: those at Alter do Chao, Amapa, 
Roraima and SE Humaita are islands in rain forest; and those at Chapada dos Parecis, 
Reden<;ao, and Carolina are on the periphery (northern border) of the central Brazilian 
savannas (the so-called 'cerrado'). A total of 26 transects were sampled by the PCQ 
method (for trees with dbh ~ 5 cm) and additional tree species were recorded by 'wide 
patrolling'. A total of 101 species were recorded from the transects and another 43 species 
were recorded by 'wide patrolling'. Byrsonima crassifolia, B. coccolobifolia, Curatella 
americana, Salvertia convallariodora and Plathymenia reticulata occurred in most or all 
sites, but no species occurred in all transects. The number of species in the isolated 
savannas decreased with the distance from the central Brazilian core savanna area. Both 
cluster analysis (based on the S0rensen Similarity Index) and ordination (DCA), showed 
that the disjunct and non-isolated peripheral areas were in floristically distinct groups. Five 
surface soil samples (0 - 10 cm) were collected from each of the 26 transects. Two soil 
cores (up to 4 m depth), one located in the savanna and the other from the nearest forest 
present, were taken from each study site for carbon isotope analysis. All the sites had acidic 
soils (pH 4.5 - 5.2) and a wide range of concentrations of aluminium (0.12 - 1.49 meq 
100g-1); most of the other soil properties varied significantly within study sites. An 
ordination (peA) distinguished the soils from Amapa, Alter do Chao, Reden9ao and 
Roraima, but did not distinguish the disjunct sites from non-isolated peripheral ones. The 
soil 813C values of all the disjunct savannas indicated a vegetation change in the past from 
C3 to C4 plants, showing that forest (or at least a vegetation with few C4 plants) formely 
covered these sites. 14C dating indicated that the disjunct savannas are of relatively recent 
origin, e.g. Humaita was dated at about 2,000 years BP, and hence that they are not 
remnants of a more widespread Pleistocene savanna in the Amazon. 
Resumo 
Este estudo compara os solos, a composiyao floristica, a fitossociologia e a hist6ria de sete 
savanas situadas na bacia Amazonica brasileira: Alter do Chao, Amapa, Roraima e sudeste 
de Hurnaita sao ilhas isoladas dentro de floresta de terra firme; enquanto Chapada dos 
Parecis, Redenyao e Carolina estao na periferia da distribuiyao do cerrado. Urn total de 26 
transectos foram amostrados pelo metodo de ponto-quadrante (mores com dap ~ 5 cm) e 
atraves de reconhecimento geral. Urn total de 101 especies foram amostradas pelos 
transectos e outras 43 foram registradas somente pelas listas de reconhecimento. 
Byrsonima crassifolia, B. coccolobifolia, Curatella americana, Salvertia convallariodora e 
Plathymenia reticulata foram encontradas na maioria das regioes estudadas mas nao em 
todos os transectos. 0 numero de especies encontrado para cada savana isolada diminuiu 
com 0 aurnento de sua distancia em relayao a area central do cerrado. As analises de 
agrupamento (baseada no indice de similaridade de S0rensen) e ordenayoes (DCA) 
separaram em grupos floristicos distintos as savanas da periferia das isoladas. Cinco 
amostras de solo superficial (0 - 10 cm) foram coletadas para cada urn dos 26 transectos. 
Duas tradagens (ate 4 m de pro fundi dade ), urna na savana e outra na mata de terra firme 
mais pr6xima foram feitas para cada urna das sete areas de estudo para analises isotopicas. 
Todas as areas possuem solos acidos (PH 4,5 - 5,2) e com concentrayoes de alurninio muito 
variadas (0,12 - 1,49 meq 100g-1); a maioria das outras propriedades do solo variaram 
significativamente entre os transectos. A analise de ordenayao (PCA) distinguiu os solos do 
Amapa, Alter do Chao, Redenyao e Roraima, porem nao os separou entre areas isoladas e 
da periferia. Os valores de 813C de todas as areas isoladas indicam que a vegetayaO mudou 
no passado de plantas do tipo C3 para C4, inferindo que urna floresta (ou urna vegetayao 
densa com poucas plantas C4) cobriu aquelas areas. A datayao de carbono indicou que as 
savanas isoladas sao de origem relativamente recente, e.g. Hurnaita foi datada em 2.000 
anos A.P., sugerindo que elas nao sao reliqueas de urna possivel vegetayao de savana de 
ampla distribuiyao na Amazonia durante 0 Pleistoceno. 
Chapter 1. 
General introduction 
The concept of savanna used in this study follows Sarmiento (1984) who modified 
the usage of Beard (1953) to give a more precise definition of the tropical savanna 
ecosystem: 
"a type of ecosystem of the wann (lowland) tropics dominated by a herbaceous cover 
consisting mostly of bunches of grasses and sedges that are more than 30 cm in height 
at the time of maximum activity. The herbaceous cover shows a clear seasonality in its 
development, with a period of low activity related to water stress. Fire in these systems 
is a recurring natural factor, and fIres may also be started by people once a year. The 
savanna may include woody species (shrubs, trees, palm trees), but they never fonn a 
continuous cover that parallels the grassy one". 
Neotropical savanna ecosystems can be classified on characteristics of seasonality 
(Sarmiento & Monasterio 1975): 
1. Semi -seasonal savannas occur under weak seasonal variation, with one and sometimes 
two very short dry seasons producing a slight water stress. They form disjunct patches in 
areas otherwise covered by rainforests. 
2. Seasonal savannas, which are the most widespread, are characterised by rather long 
periods of water deficiency. 
3.. Hyperseasonal savannas are subjected to alternate periods of water shortage and 
waterlogging during each annual cycle. They occur in areas which are poorly drained for 
much of the year. 
1. Marshy savannas that experience long periods of water excess. They occur in wet sites 
on valley sides or tableland margins throughout the region. 
In addition to this ecological system, Sarmiento (1983) also classified neotropical 
savannas on structural characteristics according to their position on the gradient from open 
treeless grassland to closed woodland. 
A variety of terms equivalent to the seasonal savannas of the present study are used 
in different parts of South America and these are listed in Table 1.1. 
This study investigates seven seasonal savannas in the Brazilian Amazon. Four are 
islands in rain forest and three are on the periphery (northern border) of the central 
Brazilian savannas (the cerrado). Chapter 2 characterizes the study sites, including climate, 
soils and vegetation. Chapter 3 assesses the nutrient status and physical soil characteristics 
for all the sites. Chapter 4 examines the floristic composition and analyzes the similarities 
among the sites. Chapter 5 uses isotope techniques and organic matter carbon dating to 
investigate the vegetational history of the sites. 
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seasonal savannas In the present study. 
Re2ion and local 
SURINAME 
Dry savanna I 
name 
Dry savanna forest1 
Dry savanna wood I 
:;;:;,ecies of South American savannas corresponding to the 
Characteristic species 
Bombaxflavijlorom, Clusiafockeana. C nemorosa. Conomorpha 
magnoliifolia. Humiria floribunda. Licania incana. j'vfatayba 
opanea. Ocotea schomburgkiana. Pagamea guianensi. 
Cupania scorbiculata. Dimorphandra conjugata. Loxopterygium 
sacotii. Licania incana. Ocotea glome rata. Ormosia. Swart=ia 
bannia. 
Dimorphandra conjugata, Humiria floribunda. lnga laterijlora. 
Ormosia costulata, Pagamea capitata. Retiniphyllum schomburgkii. 
Swartzia bannia. Ternstroemia punctata .. GUAyANA----------------------------------------------------
Open wooded savanna2 
Campo cerrado 
Campo coberto 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia. B. coriacea, B. crassifolia, Bowdichia 
virgilioides, Curatella americana, Pavonia speciosa, Plumeria 
inodora. 
Antonia ovata. Byrsonima coccolobifolia, B. coriacea. B. 
crassifolia, Curatella americana, Plumeria inodora. Randia 
formosa. VENEZUllA---------------------------------------------------
Dry savannas) 
Sabana cerrada (low, spaced trees) 
Sabana boscosa (parkland) 
Amazonian-type savannas4 
Llanos-type savannas4 
Byrsonima crassifolia. Bowdichia virgi/ioides, Curatella 
americana 
Archytaea, Cyrilla racemijlora, Clusia. Duguetia, Humiria 
balsamifera, Ochthocosmus, Ocotea. Qualea. Ramatuella. 
Rhodognaphalopsis, Pentamerista, Terminalia. 
Byrsonima crassifolia Bowdichia virgilio ides, Casearia 
sylvestris, C ulmifolia, Chaunochiton angustifolium, Curatella 
americana, Hirtella racemosa, Jacaranda sp., Platycarpum 
orinocense. Roupa/a montan, Xylopia aromatica. 
COLOMB~----------------------------------------------------
Macaireo rufescentis-Bonetietum martianaeS Bonnetia martiana, Macairea rofescens. 
Dimorphandra cuprea-Ilex divaricataS Dimorphandra cuprea. D. vermicosa, Ocotea esmeraldana, 
Ormosia macrophylla. Schizaea incurvata. BOUVa-----------------------------------------------------
Arboleda6, Pampa arbolada7 Curatella americana, Tabebuia suberosa, 
Chaparral6 Acacia, Cassia, Mimosa. BRAilCAMAzON------------------------------------------------
Campo cerrado8 Byrsonima crassifolia, Curatella americana. 
Coberto, campo alto, campina de caimbe9 Aegiphi/a lhotzkyana, Curatella americana, Pithecellobium 
cochleatum, Plumeria sp. 
Chapada, tabuleiro, carrasco 10 Callisthene fasciculata, Caryocar cuneatum, Dimorphandra 
gardneriana, Parkia platycephala, Platonia insignis, Salvertia 
convallariodora. 
Campos de terra firrne 12 
Byrsonima crassifolia, Curatella americana, Hancornia speciosa, 
Salvertia convallariodora. 
Antonia ovata, Bowdichia virgi/ioides, Byrsonima crassifolia, 
Caryocar microcarpum. Cassia moschata,Curatella americana, 
Hancornia speciosa, Himatanthus articulatus, Humiria 
balsamifera, Piptademia macrocarpa. Roupala complicata. 
Salvertia convallariodora, Tabebuia caraiba, Xylopia aromatica. BRAilCcmTAAL------------------------------------------------
Campo cerradoI3.14.ls Anacardium pumilum, Andira humi/is, Annona crassijlora, A. 
Cerrado sensu stricto 13.14.IS coriacea, A. dioica, Aspidosperma tomentosum. Byrsonima, 
Savana arborea densal6 coccolobifolia, Byrsonima verbascifolia, Caryocar brasiliense. 
Savana arborea abertal6 Connaros suberosus, Curtella americana. Dalbergia violacea. 
Savana parque l6 Didymopanax vinosum. D. macrocarpum, Dimorphandra mollis. 
Diospyros hispida, Erythroxylum suberosum. Hancornia speciosa, 
Kielmeyera coriacea, Ouratea spectabilis, Palicourea rigida. 
Pisonia olfersiana, Piptocarpha rotundifolia, Plalhymenia 
reticulata, Qualea parvijlora, S alvertia convallariodora. 
Sclerolobium aureum, Tabebuia ochracea, Tocoyenaformosa, 
Vochysia elliotica. V rofa. 
I Heyligers 1963. 2 Eden 1964. 3 Sarmiento & Monasterio 1969, 4 Huber 1982, S Duirevoorden & Lipps 1995. 6 Denevan 196~. 
7 Killeen 1990. K Takeuchi 1960. 9 Andrade-Lima 1960, 10 Eiten 1994, II Huber 1898 and Bastos 1984, 12 Braga 1979, I, Ratter & 




This study was carried out in seven sites in Brazilian Amazonia. The sites at 
Amapa, Alter do Chao, Roraima and South-east Humaita are isolated savannas surrounded 
by rain forest; whilst those at the Chapada dos Parecis, Redenc;ao and Carolina have 
contact with the large (core) are of Central Brazilian savannas (Fig. 2.1). 
LOCATION 
The latitudes and longitudes for each site are in Table 2.1, with detailed 
descriptions given below. The Highway nomenclature follows Quatro Rodas (1993), where 
BR means national highway, with other letters (e.g. P A, MT) specifying the state 
highways. 
Amapa -Three survey sites were located along BR 156, the first transect (T3) 27 km N of 
Macapa, the second (Tl) 45 km N of Macapa, opposite the entrance of the EMBRAPA-
CP AF experimental station, and the third (T2) 4 km N of the Ferreira Gomes bridge (Fig. 
2.2). 
4 
DISTRIBUI~O REGIONAL DAVEG Ar:,AO NATURAL 
• Savanna 
o Steppe savanna 
• Steppe 
0 , Campinarana 
• Tropical rain forest (dense) 
• Tropical rain forest (spru:se) 
• Tropical rain forest (mixed) 
Semi deciduous seasonal forest 
. ~ - -
_,Decidu~u.s ~easonal fore~.t 
• Pioneer formation (marine) 
• Pioneer formation (riverine) 
it!iJ Eco"tone 
_ Eco.logical refuge 
- -.~.'!~-
Fig. 2.1. The vegetation of Brazil according to IBGE (1994) showing the savanna study 
sites: (1) Amapa. (2) Alter do Chao, (3) Roraima, (4) SE Humaita, (5) Chapada dos 
Parecis, (6) Reden9ao, (7) Carolina. 
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Table 2.1. Coordinates of all survey sites for each study area. 
Transect 
Number 




















00° 14'N, 51° 03'W 
00° 27'N, 51° 05'W 
00° 54'N, 51 ° l1'W 
02° 30'S, 54° 56'W 
02° 31 'S, 54° 56'W 
02° 28'S, 54° 54'W 
02° 32'S, 54° 54'W 
03° 38'N, 60° 58'W 
03° 21 'N, 60° 52'W 
04° 53'N, 60° 54'W 
02° 54'N, 60° 32'W 
08° 28'S, 61° 43'W 
08° 30'S, 61 ° 38'W 
08° 35'S, 61° 25'W 
08° 35'S, 61° 23'W 
(CP) Chapada dos Parecis, Mato Grosso 
T16 14° 20'S, 58° 02'W 
TI7 14° 20'S, 58° 06'W 
TI8 14° OO'S, 58° 16'W 











08° 12'S, 50° 02'W 
08° I8'S, 50° 02'W 
08° 16'S, 50° 02'W 
08° 08'S, 49° 54'W 
07° 11 'S, 47° 25'W 
07° 07'S, 47° 25'W 
07° 02'S, 47° 27'W 
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Fig. 2.2. ivfap of the Amazon Basin showing the state of Amapa (above) and the 
location of the three transects (below). 
7 
Alter do Chao - Four transects were located near the village of Alter do Chao towards the 
city of Santarem, state of Para. Two transects (T4 and TS), located 3 km apart, were near 
the eastern margin of Lake Verde. The third transect (T6) was 15 km E of Alter do Chao 
on the PA 457, then taking the road to Ponta de Pedra and about 3 km before the village. 
while the fourth transect (T7) was located 7 km from Alter do Chao on the same road (Fig. 
2.3). 
Roraima - Four transects were located in the state of Roraima. The first transect (T8) was 
located 98 km N of Boa Vista on the BR 174, 2 km E along a small side road (ramal). The 
second transect (T9) lay 55 km N of the Caume river along the BR 174. Transect TIO was 
situated 128 km N of Boa Vista on the RR 400 some 10 km E of its junction with the BR 
174, and (TIl) was located some 27 km from Boa Vista on the RR 321 to the Agua Boa de 
Cima stream, 3 km past the bridge (Fig. 2.4). 
South-east Humaita - Four transects were made along the road to Bodoco and Igarape 
Preto which crosses the isolated patch of savanna located south of the Transamazonica 
highway (BR 230) about 150 km E of the city of Humaita. The first transect (TI2) was 67-
69 km south of the junction with the BR 230, the second (T13) 80 km south, the third 
(TIS) at 110 km S of Bodoco and the fourth (TI4) some 4 km E of Bodoco on the road to 
Igarape Preto (Fig. 2.5). 
8 
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Fig. 2.3. Map of the Amazon Basin showing the state of Para (above) and the 






















Fig. 2.4. Map of the Amazon Basin showing the state of Roraima (above) and the 
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Fig. 2.5. Nfap of the Amazon Basin showing the state of Amazonas (above) and the 
location of the four transects (below). 
1 I 
Cbapada dos Parecis - Three transects were made in non-cultivated areas inside a farm. 
called "Grupo Itamarati Norte", in the state of Mato Grosso. The first (T16) and the second 
(T17) transects were only 2 km apart, on the MT 170, 3 km N of its junction with the BR 
364. The third (TIS) lay on a small unclassified road 2 km E of the MT 170 9 km from its 
crossing with the BR 364 (Fig. 2.6). 
Reden£ao - Four transects were made near the city of Reden9ao, state of Para. Three (T19 
- T2I) were south of the city (at 21 km, 30 km and 28 km respectively), the last of these 
was in the Fazenda Chocolate ranch. The fourth transect (T22) was 18 km east of the city 
on the PA 287 to Concei9ao do Araguaia (Fig. 2.7). 
Carolina - Four transects were located north of the city of Carolina, state of Maranhao, 
along the BR 010. The first transect (T23) at 18 km, (T24) at 26.5 km, (T2S) at 38 km and 










Fig. 1.6. Map of the Amazon Basin showing the state ofMata Grosso (above) and 








Fig. 2.7. N{ap of the Amazon Basin showing the state of Para (above) and the 
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Fig. 2.8. Nfap of the Amazon Basin showing the state of :!Yfarannao (above) and the 
location of the four transectS north of Carolina (below). 
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CLIMATE 
Summarizing climatic types for all the study sites, Roraima is Tropical hot 
subhumid, Amapa, Alter do Chao, Humaita, Chapada dos Parecis, Reden<;ao and Carolina 
are Equatorial hot humid (Nimer 1989). 
Temperature 
Roraima and Amapa have the highest mean monthly temperatures, above 26°C, all 
other sites have between 24° and 26°C. Mean monthly temperatures for up to 30 years are 
shown in Table 2.2. 
Rainfall 
Annual rainfall for up to 30 years in the Roraima and Carolina areas was 1,500 to 
1,750 mm; Alter do Chao, Chapada dos Parecis and Reden<;ao have between 1,750 
and 2,000 mm; and Amapa and SE Humaita have 2,750 mm. 
The rainy season for the most southerly sites at SE Humaitli, Chapada dos Parecis, 
Reden<;ao and Carolina is from October to April; at Alter do Chao and Amapa, the rainy 
season is from December to May. Figure 2.9 shows monthly rainfall figures for Amapa, 
Roraima, Chapada dos Parecis, Redenyao and Carolina averaged over the same period as 
for the temperature figures in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. Mean monthly temperatures (OC) (with the ranges of the mean minima and 
mean maxima, in parentheses) for all study sites. Data provided by DNMET (1992), 
RADAM (1975), Airport of Santarem (PA), Grupo Itamarati Norte (MT) and 
DNAEE (DF). 
Amapa Alter do Roraima SE Humaita Chapada dos Reden~ao Carolina 
Chilo Parecis 
1968-90 1985-91 1977-93 1966-81 1962-90 1966-90 1976-90 
January 26.0 25.7 27·S· 28.5 24.0 25.1 25.2 
(23.0-29. 7) (23.4-30) (19-36.1) (23-34) (20.4-32.3) (20.2-31.2) (21.9-30.1) 
February 25.7 25.5 28.0 27.5 27.0 25.2 25.3 
(23.1-29.2) (22.3-30) (20.2-37.6) (23-32) (21.2-31.6) (20.3-3l.l) (22.0-30.3) 
March 25.7 25.6 28.4 28.5 24.3 25.4 25.4 
(23.2-29.3) (23.6-28.4) (19.2-38.2) (24-33) (20.4-31.4) (20.5-31.3) (22.2-30.3) 
April 25.9 25.7 28.2 28.5 27.7 25.8 25.9 
(23.5-29.5) (24.4-28.9) (20-37.4) (24-35) (19.1-33.6) (20.8-31.9) (22.3-31.2) 
May 26.1 25.7 27.0 29.5 24.4 26.1 26.2 
(23.5-30) (24.4-28.9) (19-36.2) (24-35) (19.1-31.5) (20.3-33) (21.5-32.3) 
June 26.2 25.5 26.2 28.5 25.4 25.5 26.1 
(23.2-30.3) (23.9-28.7) (18.6-34.3) (23-34) (15.1-32.1) (18.3-33.6) (20-33.2) 
July 26.1 25.6 26.1 28.5 24.5 25.4 26.4 
(22.9-30.6) (23.4-29.6) (17.6-35) (22-35) (16.4-32.8) (17.7-34.3) (19.5-33.2) 
August 26.8 26.2 26.7 28 24.7 26.1 27.5 
(23.3-31.5) (24.4-30) (21-34.8) (20-36) (19.1-34.9) (17.9-35.2) (20.6-33.8) 
September 27.5 26.8 28.2 27 25.3 26.4 27.8 
(23.4-32.1) (25.5-29.7) (20-36.4) (22-34) (19.5-32.5) (19.7-34.2) (22.3-34.2) 
October 27.9 27 28.8 28.5 24.5 26.0 26.6 
(23.5-32.6) (24.7-29.8) (20.6-36.8) (23-34) (20.8-32.8) (20.8-32.7) (22.2-32.1 ) 
November 27.7 26.8 28.6 27.5 25.0 25.8 25.9 
(23.5-32.3) (24.5-30.6) (21.2-36.2) (23-32) (21.8-32.9) (20.5-32.1 ) 22.1-31.0 
December 27.0 26.5 28.3 28.5 25.5 25.3 25.-1 
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Fig. 2.9. Monthly rainfall (mm) of all the study sites. Data provided by DNMET (1992), 
RADAM (1975), Airport of Santan!m (PA), Grupo Itamarati Norte (MT) and DNAEE 
(DF). 
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VEGETATION, SOIL AND GEOLOGY GENERAL OVERVIEW 
Amapa - The savanna vegetation here is a long strip stretching north-east along most of 
the length of the state, and with an area of about 11,000 km2 (RADAM 1974). The 
vegetation type varies from wooded to treeless grasslands and hyperseasonal savannas 
dominated by tall grasses and sedges (Azevedo 1967). The soils are classified as dystrophic 
yellow latosols, derived from Tertiary sediments (RADAM 1974)*. 
Alter do Chao - The Tapaj6s river area has several small patches of isolated savanna 
vegetation. The village of Alter do Chao is near the mouth of the river, and the savannas 
between Alter do Chao and Santarem cover an area of about 50 km2. The vegetation of the 
region is mainly savanna with scattered trees, but the peninsula in front of the village has 
areas with large clumps of shrubs and trees and areas of open grassland (Miranda 1993, 
Sanaiotti & Magnusson 1995). The soils are classified as dystrophic yellow latosols and 
dystrophic quartz sands, belonging to the Alter do Chao Formation, derived from paleozoic 
and/or cenozoic sediments (RADAM 1976) . 
.. The soil classitications are from RADAM using the Brazilian system (EMBRAPA 1981), the equivalent tenninology following two 
widely used international systems (FAO/UNESCO 1974, Soil Survey Staff 1975, 1987) is presented in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Taxonomic correlations among three major classification systems for 
soils discussed in relation to the study sites (after Sanchez 1976; Richter & 
Babbar 1991). 
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Roraima - The savannas are located in the north of the state, and extend over the borders 
into Guyana (Rupununi savannas) and Venezuela (Gran sabana) (Goodland 1966), 
covering an area of approximately 17,000 km2 • The savanna areas include both grassland 
and savana parque RADAM (1975). Other studies in the Rio Branco-Rupununi savannas 
(Dantas & Rodrigues 1982, Takeuchi 1960) characterized large regions as waterlogged. 
The soils are classified as yellow latosols and lateritic concretionary soils, belonging to the 
Boa Vista Formation with Tertiary Pleistocene sediments (RADAM 1975). 
SE Humaita - The area is about 5,000 km2 and dominated by savana parque (RADAM 
1978) although a large part is waterlogged for part of the year. Two botanical studies 
(Gottsberger & Morawetz 1986 and Janssen 1986) were made in the savannas near the city. 
The soils are classified as Hydromorphic alic laterites and Hydromorphic quartz sands, 
belonging to the Prosperan9a Formation, derived from Upper Pre-Cambrian to eo-
Paleozoic sediments (RADAM 1978). 
Chapada dos Parecis - RADAMBRASIL (1982) classified the region as savana arb6rea 
aberta. Previous studies in the region were mainly carried out near the capital, Cuiaba 
(Guarim Neto et al. 1994, Nascimento & Saddi 1992). The soils are classified as dark red 
and red yellow latosols, and belong to the Planalto dos Parecis Formation, derived from 
Tertiary sediments (RADAMBRASIL 1982). 
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Reden£ao - The area has both savana parque and savana arb6rea aberta (RADAMBRASIL 
1981). The soils are classified as Litholic red-yellow podzols, belonging to the Xingu 
Formation and Tocantins Group, derived from the lower-middle Pre-Cambrian 
(RADAMBRASIL 1981). 
Carolina - The area is classified as park savanna (RADAM 1973). However, Eiten (1994) 
visited nearby study sites and found a wide variety of physiognomies. The soils are 
classified as quartz sandy and litholic, and belong to the Sambaiba Formation, derived 





Soil mineralogy, organic matter content, charge chemistry and soil structure are 
fundamental to the understanding of nutrient dynamics (Sollins 1989). Although each factor 
can be easily measured on its own, no single factor ever acts by itself and interactions are of 
paramount importance. Some authors, e.g. Goodland (1969), have considered that plants 
react more to the ratios between factors than to individual factors themselves. In the present 
study, 11 soil factors which have previously been found to be important in plant nutrition 
(Alvin & Araujo, 1953, Askew et al. 1971, Lopes 1980) were measured in seven 
Amazonian savanna areas. 
Most of the soils studies in Brazilian savannas have been done in Central Brazil. 
This region has a striking diversity of soil types, although many authors (e.g. Askew et al. 
1971, Eiten 1972, Furley & Ratter 1988) have characterized most soils as acidic, with a low 
cation exchange capacity and a high concentration of aluminium. The soil acidity and 
aluminium are likely to affect the root system directly and inhibit calcium and phosphorus 
uptake indirectly. These same soil properties have also been reported as the main factors 
underlying physiognomical and floristic variations of the Central Brazilian savannas 
(Goodland & Ferri 1979, Lopes & Cox 1977, Ranzani 1971). 
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The aim of this chapter is to assess the nutrient status and physical characteristics of 
the soils of the seven savannas areas studied, and to find a combination of soil variables 
which may account for some of the observed differences between them. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Four to six surface soil samples (0-10 cm) were collected for each of the 25 
floristically surveyed transects described in Chapter 2. Five random positions along the 
transects were selected for soil collection. The samples were collected with a spade, air-
dried, ground and sieved through a 2 mm mesh. Chemical and granulometric analyses were 
carried out at EMBRAP A-CP AC (The National Agricultural Research Agency, Centre for 
the Agriculture Research of Cerrado). Soil texture was quantified by the Boyoucos 
hydrometer method (Day 1965). For the estimation of silt and sand, 20 g of air-dried fine 
soil were dispersed by IN NaOH, in 100 ml of distilled water. For the clay fraction the 
sample was dispersed in distilled water. Classification of particle size was as follows: 
coarse sand < 2 - 0.2 mm, fine sand < 0.2 - 0.05 mm, silt < 0.05 - 0.002 mm and clay < 
0.002 mm. Measurement of pH was with a potentiometer in a 1 :2.5 mixture of soil-
deionized water. Available P and K were extracted with 0.05N HCI + 0.025N H2S04. 
Measurement of K was carried out by flame photometry and of P by colorimetry in a 
phosphomolybdate complex, with ascorbic acid as the reducing agent. Ca + Mg and Al 
were determined after extraction with IN KCl. Ca + Mg were measured by titration with 
EDT A (Disodium dihydrogen ethylenediamine tetraacetate), and Al by titration with 
NaOH, using a bromothymol indicator. Ca was determined separately using the Calcon 
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indicator (Black 1976, p.1005). Organic carbon was measured by the Walkley-Black 
method (Allison et al. 1976) and organic matter (OM) was calculated by multiplying the 
organic carbon by 1.724. 
Since the laboratory was not able to provide the total acidity (H + AI) for most 
samples, it was impossible in this study to estimate cation exchange capacity and 
percentage of base saturation. 
Comparison of the soil properties among savanna sites and transects within sites 
was carried out by two-way nested ANOV A using a SYST AT statistic pack (Wilkinson 
1990). If significant differences occurred for soil properties, multiple comparisons among 
sites were performed using Tukey test (Zar 1996). The ordination technique Principal 
Components Analysis (PCA) was used to analyse nine variables, pH, AI, Ca, Mg, K, P, 
organic matter (OM), coarse sand (CS) and fine sand (FS), in order to seek geographic 
patterns among the study sites. PCA was made with the CANOCO program version 3.1 (ter 
Braak 1988), using the correlation path and with all data log-transformed in order to reduce 
the variance. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The sites studied vary quite widely in soil texture. They range from clay to sandy, 
including intermediate classes (by the criteria of Soil Survey Staff 1975, 1987). Alter do 
Chao and Carolina were the only sites with exclusively sandy soils « 18% clay; Appendix 
3.1, Fig. 3.1); while SE Humaiti varied from sandy to loamy « 18% to 350/0 clay); 
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Fig. 3.1. Chemical and textural properties of the soils (0-10 cm) of the seven savanna 
areas (letter codes as in Table 2.1). Boxes represent the standard deviation and vertical 
lines the observed range. 
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transects were found for the northernmost sites (Amapa and Roraima), which varied from 
sandy to clay soils « 18% to 60%). 
In general all the study sites had acidic soils (4.5 - 5.2, pHmo) and had moderate 
concentration levels of aluminium, mostly above 0.3 meq 100 gol and up to 1.49, the lower 
limit of alic soil according to Resende et al. 1995 (Fig. 3.1). An exception to this is 
Roraima (0.01 - 0.51 meq 100 g"l). The soils of the Chapada dos Parecis and Reden<;ao 
were richer in K than the others. Alter do Chao was the richest site in P (0.3 _ 15.3 ~g gol), 
while Roraima, SE Humaita and Carolina were the poorest (0.6 - 7.6 ~g gO\ The detailed 
data from all soil analyses are presented in Appendix 3.1. Most soil properties showed 
significant differences between the different transects of the same study site (Table 3.2), the 
only exceptions to this were K and Ca. The high variation between transects in the same 
region demonstrates a high degree of soil heterogeneity. All soil properties were 
significantly different among sites (P < 0.000). 
The results of the PCA of the soil sites based on nine soil properties are given in 
Figure 3.2. The PCA diagram shows a clear geographical ordination pattern. The first 
ordination axis is highly and positively correlated with clay, silt, Ca and Mg and negatively 
correlated with coarse sand (CS) (Fig. 3.2). Axis II has Al as the highest positively 
correlated variable, while fine sand (FS) is negatively correlated. Most of the Reden<;ao 
samples appear together at the top right quarter of the diagram, corresponding to higher 
concentrations of clay and OM. Chapada dos Parecis and Humaita overlap in the centre of 
the diagram. Alter do Chao appears at the top left, coinciding with high percentage of 
coarse sand, Al and P. Amapa data are distributed from the centre to the bottom of the 
diagram. Carolina is concentrated at the lower left, coinciding with lower concentrations of 
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Table 3.2. Soil properties (n=5) from surface soil (0-10 cm) from three transects 
in each site (codes follow Table 2.1). Values within a row followed by different 
letters are significantly different, others non-significant (two-way nested Anova, 
p S 0.05, multiple comparisons by Tukey test). 
SITES 
Ap Alt RR Hu CP C Re 
pHH20 4.96a 4.80ab 4.68b 4.43c 4.94a 4.88ab 4.82ab 
OM% 0.97bc 1. 14bc 0.62c 1.16b 0.97bc 2,.,,.,a .JJ 0.75bc 
P -I Ilgg 2.84b 5.89a 1.59b 1.35b 2.27b 2.78b 1.48b 
Kllgg-1 3.40c 2.87c 10.93b 16.67b 39.53a 37.33a 3.93b 
Exchangeable cations (meq/l DOg-I) 
Ca 0.09b 0.11 b 0.98a 0.06b 0.03b 0.35b 0.16b 
Mg 0.06b 0.03b 0.05a 0.06b 0.02b 0.15b 0.04b 
AI 0.60bc 0.82ab 0.22d 1.03a 0.67bc 0.85
ab 0.51 c 
Particle size (%) 
clay 25.5a 5.5c 22.4ab 14.8bc 13.3bc 26.5
a 4.9c 
CS 23.9d 57.4a 39.4bc 33.7cd 50.6
ab 38.4bcd 53.3ab 
FS 48.9a 37.1 ab 35.9ab 48.8
a 35.7ab 30.3b 41.8ab 
silt 1.7b 0.7b 2.3ab 2.7
ab o "b 
.J 4.8a O.Ob 
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Fig. 3.2. PCA of 128 CO-I0 cm) soil samples from the seven study sites measured for 
nine soil chemical and physical variables. C~) Redenyao, C-) Chapada dos Parecis, 
CD) Humaita, C.) Roraima, ce) Amapa, CO) Carolina and Cx) Alter do Chao. The 
eigenvalues for the four PCA axes were 0.336, 0.172, 0.162 and 0.097, while the 
cumulative percentage variance of the textural and chemical properties for those 
axes were respectively 33.6%, 50.8%, 66.9% and 76.7%. 
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AI. Roraima is concentrated in the lower right, corresponding to high concentrations levels 
ofCa and Mg. 
The results of previous studies carried out in Brazilian Amazonian savannas are 
summarized in Table 3.3. Soil properties of the areas studied in Amapa were very similar to 
those obtained for the same region by Souza Filho et al. (1992). Dantas & Rodrigues 
(1982), surveying sites north of Boa Vista, and Eden et al. (1991), working near Maraca 
Island, found soils which were less acidic than those in the present study. The site 180 km 
SE of Humaita showed much lower exchangeable Al when compared with samples taken 
near Humaita city (Gottsberger & Morawetz 1986, Gross Braun & Andrade Ramos 1959). 
There were no previous studies near the Chapada dos Parecis which allowed comparisons. 
However, the data from the Chapada dos Parecis were similar to those about 280 km away 
near the city ofCuiaba (Guarim Neto et al. 1994, Nascimento & Saudi 1992, Oliveira-Filho 
1992). Reden9ao also had no previous study nearby but the soils were similar to those from 
the Parque Nacional do Araguaia, 240 km south (Ratter 1987). Carolina and Alter do Chao 
were also previously unstudied and were the poorest in Ca and Mg. 
The results of the previous studies carried out in forest and savannas in the Brazilian 
Amazon are presented in Figure 3.3. Concentrations of Ca, Mg and K in the savanna soils 
are higher than in those of the lowland evergreen rain forests, and lower for Al and OM. 
However, the soils of the two vegetation types do not differ significantly in P and pH. Soil 
nutrients themselves did not explain the occurrence of the islands of savanna inside the 
rainforest, as also found by Eden (1964) in the Rupununi savannas (British Guiana), where 
infertile soils support forest as well as savannas. The soil, geology and topography (the last 
of which affects the water table level) of a given locality must play an important role as 
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determinant factors, however the factor most important in one site could be outweighed by 
another in a different area. 
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Table 3.3. Surface soil sample analysis from previous studies near the 
present research sites, and from the present investigation. 
Amapastate Roraima state SE Humaita 
x 2 3a 3b x 4 5 
depth 0-20 0-10 0-20 0-10 0-10 0-10 O-lO O-lO 
(cm) 
pHH20 5.5 4.9 5.3 4.9 5.4 4.8 4.2 4.7 
OM% 1.30 1.04 1.80 2.15 1.00 1.20 2.38 
P a a-I u,=, '=' 0.6 4.69 5.50 0.27 2.80 1.72 
K -I ug g 7.40 3.18 78.00 0.27 0.48 24.95 0.06 0.25 
Exchangeable cations (meqIlOOg-l) 
Ca+Mg 0.40 2.70 0.30 1.50 0.56 
Ca 0.11 0.22 1.04 1.27 0.08 
Mg 0.05 0.08 0.46 0.69 0.48 
AI 0.50 0.69 1.25 0.48 0.10 0.18 3.04 
Particle size (%) 
clay 20 12 24 28 23 
sand 69 87 70 46 19 
CS 55 46 35 0.8 
FS 14 41 35 38 18 
silt 11 0.6 6 33 57 
I Souza Filho et al. (1993),43 km N ofMacapa. 
2 Dantas & Rodrigues (1982), Surumu, 150 \an N of Boa Vista. 
3 Eden et al. (1991), 130 km northwest of Boa Vista. 3a) Fazenda Patchu1i, 3b) Fazenda Pau-roxo . 
.j Gross Braun & Andrade Ramos (1959), open grassland 5 \an from Humaitil towards Labrea. 
5 Gottsberger & Morawetz (1986), near the city of Humaita. 
















Table 3.3. (cont.) 
Chap ada dos Parecis Redenc.:ao 
6 7a 7b 8 x 9 x 
depth 0-20 0-15 0-15 0-40 0-10 0-15 0-10 
(cm) 
pHH20 5.5 5.3 5.6 . 5.1 4.9 5.0 4.87 
OM% 3.40 0.95 2.12 1.20 0.97 2.06 
Pug g.t 10.0 0.26 0.73 3.30 2.27 2.00 3.51 
K ugg- t 59.00 0.20 0.21 80.00 96.80 32.0 37.0 
Exchangeable cations (meqIlOOg-t) 
Ca+Mg 2.20 1.70 0.50 0.54 
Ca 1.05 3.82 0.03 0.38 
Mg 0.08 0.56 0.02 0.16 
AI 0.50 0.69 0.23 0.30 0.67 0.50 0.80 
Particle size (%) 
clay 7 10 13 sand 22 
sand 77 73 87 clay 73 
CS 51 loam 42 
FS 36 31 
silt 16 17 0 5 
6 0 liveira-Filho (1992),14 kIn N ofCuiaba. 
7 Nascimento & Saddi (1992), Coxip6 da Ponte, 25 kIn from CuiabA, 7a) plot A, 7b) plot B. 
R Guarim Neto et at. (1994), Nossa Senhora do Guia, 40 kIn NW of Cuiaba. 
9 Ratter (1987), Parque Nacional doAraguaia. 
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Fig. 3.3 Surface soil sample analyses of various Brazilian (RF) rain forests on acidic 
soils (pHH20), 1 Bravard & Righi 1988, 2 Luizao 1995, 3 Nascimento 1994, -4 Ranzani 
1980, 5 Thompson et al. 1992, (AS) Amazonian savannas and this study (TS). 
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Chapter 4. 
Floristic and phytosociological comparison of the seven savanna 
sites 
INTRODUCTION 
The variety of savanna habitats support a mosaic of plant communities but in most 
cases the reasons for their diversity are not yet understood. The interpretation of these 
vegetation patterns through the application of multivariate analysis is recent in landscape 
ecology, but is becoming a common procedure because of its utility in the search for 
ecological factors associated with the distribution of vegetation comunities. Floristic 
similarity between two sites should express their ecological relationship or resemblance 
while dissimilarities point to their differences. 
A number of phytosociological comparisons of specific localities have been 
published for the central Brazilian savannas (F elfili & Silva JUnior 1993, Goodland 1969, 
Oliveira-Filho & Martins 1986, Ratter et al. 1988, Silva JUnior et al. 1987). Large scale 
floristic comparisons using published species lists (Oliveira-Filho & Martins 1991, Ratter 
& Dargie 1992, Ratter et al. 1996), show a remarkable heterogeneity of woody plant 
communities within particular regions or over the whole of the savanna. 
Studies on floristic composition have been carried out on several Brazilian 
Amazonian savannas: at Amapa (Azevedo 1967, Ledoux 1968, 1969, Magnanini 1952), 
Campos do Ariramba and Monte Alegre (Egler 1960, Andrade-Lima 1958), and Roraima 
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(Bastos 1984, Dantas & Rodrigues 1982, Takeuchi 1960). However, only a few studies of 
Amazonian savannas such as those at Humaita (Gottsberger & Morawetz 1986, Janssen 
1986), Alter do Chao (Miranda 1993), and Roraima (Milliken & Ratter 1989) have 
included quantitative information. Kubitzki (1979) and Eiten (1984) have stated that there 
is a gradient of species richness from Central Brazil to the north but no previous studies 
have been made using the same sampling method to allow appropriate comparisons 
between savannas within and outside Amazonia. 
In this chapter a qualitative and quantitative comparison is carried out using an 
agglomerative cluster analysis and an ordination analysis to assess the similarity and 
floristic links between seven seasonal Amazonian savannas: four disjunct areas, isolated by 
rain forest at Amapa, Alter do Chao, Roraima and SE Humaita, and three representing 
northern extensions of the core area of the central Brazilian savannas, located on the 
southern borders of the Amazon basin at Chapada dos Parecis, Redenyao and Carolina. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Floristic inventory 
The Point-Centred-Quarter (PCQ) method (Cottam & Curtis 1956, Mueller-
Dombois & Ellenberg 1974)1 was used to survey trees with a diameter at breast height (1.3 
I In this plotless method the points are sited along a transect line, and the area around the points is divided 
into four quarters and in each the distance to the nearest individual its circumference, height and identity are 
recorded. 
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m) of ~ 5 cm (girth ~ 15.71 cm). This method was chosen because it allowed quick 
sampling of wide areas. I restricted the sampling to seasonal and semi-seasonal savannas 
and subjectively chose areas with the following characteristics: (i) presence of trees with a 
height range of 2 - 10m; (ii) apparent physiognomic homogeneity; (iii) location in areas 
which did not suffer seasonal flooding; and (iv) altitude of less than 200 m above sea level. 
Three or four transects of 20 points (giving 80 individual trees) were run at each 
site. The sample points were on average 30 m apart. The transects had no constant direction 
and were always located to avoid vegetation gradients. For convenience most of the 
transects were divided into two parallel half transects (50 m apart) of 10 points each. The 
distances between transects within each of the seven geographical areas varied from 2 km 
to 80 km. Diameter/girth was measured with a plastic tape or with a caliper. Tree height up 
to 5 m was measured with a graduated pole, while taller trees were measured with a Raga 
height gauge. 
Complementary general observation and additional speCIes recording ('wide 
patrolling') were carried out in the transect areas in order to include rare species, which are 
recorded in the total species lists for each site. Voucher specimens were lodged at the 
herbaria of the Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazonia (INP A) (National Institute for 
Amazonian Research), the Universidade de Brasilia (UB) (University of Brasilia), the 
Royal Botanic Garden of Edinburgh (E), and, in some cases, the Royal Botanic Gardens 
Kew (K), Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi (MPEG), Centro Zoobotfurico de Macapa 
(HAMAB), University of Campinas (UNICAMP), and Museu Integrado de Boa Vista. 
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Phytosociological analysis 
The data analysis was carried out using the FITOP AC 2 package designed for PC 
computers by Prof. George Shepherd (Departamento de Botanica, Universidade Estadual 
de Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brasil). 
The following were calculated: 
Absolute density (ADe) = number of individuals of a species 
(average distance)2 x total number of individuals of all species 
Relative density (RDe) = number of individuals of a species x 100 
total number of individuals of all species 
Relative dominance (RDo) = total basal area of a species x 100 
total basal area of all species 
Relative frequency (RF) = frequency of the species x 100 
sum of frequencies of all species 
Total absolute density (TAD e) = 1 
(average distance)2 
Total average dominance 
(expressed as BA) 
= total basal area of all species 
(average distance)2 x total number of individuals of all species 
Indices of diversity (Shannon Index (H')) and equability (Pielou's evenness Index (J)) 
follow Zar (1996). 
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Classification and ordination analysis 
The floristic information from 26 transects was organized in three matrices: the 
first, a presence/absence matrix for tree species recorded by the PCQ method, the second, 
an Absolute Density (ADe) matrix of the same species and the third a presence/absence 
matrix for the total tree species recorded by the 'wide patrolling' method at each transect 
locality. 
Two techniques of multivariate analyses were carried out with all three matrices in 
order to seek patterns of similarity between the floras and plant communities of the isolated 
savanna areas and the non-isolated ones (part of central Brazilian distribution). The first 
was an agglomerative hierarchical classification by UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Groups 
Method using Arithmetic Averages) (Kent & Coker 1992). The similarities between 
transects and sites were calculated using Sorensen's Index: 
S0rensen's Index = 2C / A + B 
where A = total number of species in community a, B = total number of species in 
community b, and C = number of species shared by the two communities. 
The second multivariate analysis was an ordination by Detrended Correspondence 
Analysis (DCA) (Hill 1979) using the CANOCO package version 3.1 (Ter Braak 1988). 
ADe values were log-transformed prior to entering the analyses. 
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RESULTS 
Species composition and phytosociology 
A summary of the phytosociological data for all transects is given in Table 4.1. The 
lowest average tree densities were found in the most northern savannas, Amapa (108 ha-1) 
and Roraima (155 ha-1). Although the transects of Alter do Chao and Redenyao were 
similar in their high tree density (363 ha-1. and 367 ha- l) they differed greatly in their basal 
area, with Redenyao having a large number of small trees (Average BA=1.8 m2/ha) while 
Alter do Chao had an average of 5 m2/ha. 
A total of 101 species was recorded for all 26 transects by the PCQ method, and 
another 43 species were added to the total list by 'wide patrolling' (Appendix 4.1). A 
species list with all collection numbers and herbarium location of vouchers is given in 
Appendix 4.2. 
In Amapa 12 species were recorded from 200 individuals measured. Byrsonima 
crassifolia was the most abundant species in all transects followed by Himatanthus 
articulatus and B. coccolobifolia in two of the transects (TI-T2), while in the third (T3) H 
articulatus was not present and B. crassifolia accounted for no less than 70% of RDe and 
73.1 % of basal area, with B. coccolobifolia and Ouratea hexasperma as the second and 
third species (Table 4.2). 
Alter do Chao had 16 speCIes III 320 individuals measured. Salvertia 
convallariodora and Byrsonima crassifolia were the most abundant, with each accounting 
for about 10% of the density in all transects (T4-T7) (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.1. Phytosociological information for all transects. N= number of individuals 
NS= number of species, H'=Shannon Index, J=Pielou's evenness Index, 
AH= average height, BA= basal area (total average dominance). 
Transect Area N NS H' J AH BA 
(ha) (m) (m2/ha) 
Amapa Tl 0.376 80 10 1.85 0.80 4.0 2.98 
T2 1.288 80 7 1.38 0.70 4.5 1.47 
T3 0.805 40 6 1.04 0.60 3.8 0.54 
Alter T5 0.252 80 12 2.07 0.83 5.4 5.93 
do T4 0.144 80 11 2.07 0.86 4.7 7.04 
Chao T6 0.322 80 11 1.99 0.83 5.6 4.l6 
T7 0.243 80 11 1.96 0.82 4.6 4.61 
Roraima TI0 0.991 80 6 1.21 0.68 3.4 1.19 
T9 0.804 80 5 1.28 0.80 3.5 1.44 
T8 0.251 40 " 0.80 0.72 3.1 2.61 .) 
TIl 0.284 80 5 1.13 0.70 3.0 2.74 
Humaita T12 0.129 40 16 2.41 0.87 4.8 2.61 
T13 0.524 80 23 2.82 0.90 4.9 1.45 
T14 0.336 80 9 1.43 0.65 4.6 1.62 
T15 0.153 40 5 1.45 0.90 4.9 2.02 
Chapada T16 0.411 80 20 2.60 0.87 3.1 2.37 
dos T17 0.24 80 20 2.50 0.84 3.3 3.27 
Parecis T18 0.727 80 18 2.l5 0.75 3.2 1.81 
Redenyao T19 0.2 80 28 2.98 0.90 4.9 5.85 
T20 0.168 60 29 3.06 0.91 4.1 0.37 
T21 0.251 100 31 2.97 0.86 4.7 0.68 
T22 0.256 80 32 3.l6 0.91 4.9 0.52 
Carolina T23 0.419 80 25 2.81 0.87 5.7 3.14 
T24 0.4 59 80 17 2.31 0.82 4.8 2.64 
T25 0.374 80 19 2.34 0.80 5.8 2.82 































Table 4.2. Species of trees ~ 5 cm dbh occurring in three transects in the State of 
Amapa. (N) number of individuals, (P) number of points in the transect, (BA) total 
basal area, (RDe) relative density, (RF) relative frequency and (RDo) relative 
dominance. 
Species N P BA ROe RF ROo 
(m2) (%) (%) (%) 
Tl 
Byrsonima crassifolia 28 16 0.365 35.0 29.1 32.6 
Ouratea hexasperma 15 12 0.228 18.8 21.8 20.4 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 12 8 0.133 15.0 14.6 11.9 
Himatanthus articulatus 11 8 0.212 13.8 14.6 18.9 
Hirtella ciliata 3 2 0.059 3.8 3.6 5.3 
Roupala montana .., 2 0.030 3.8 3.6 2.7 .J 
Tocoyena formosa 3 2 0.021 3.8 3.6 1.9 
Curatella americana 2 2 0.034 2.5 3.6 3.0 
Bowdichia virgilioides 2 2 0.020 2.5 3.6 1.8 
Anacardium occidentale 1 0.016 1.3 1.8 1.5 
T2 
Byrsonima crassifolia 34 17 0.584 42.5 35.4 30.9 
Himatanthus articulatus 26 15 0.781 32.5 31.3 41.3 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 11 8 0.198 13.8 16.7 10.5 
Anacardium occidentale 5 4 0.246 6.3 8.3 13.0 
Curatella americana 2 2 0.026 2.5 4.2 1.4 
Ouratea hexasperma 1 0.050 1.3 2.1 2.7 
Maprounea guianensis 1 0.006 1.3 2.1 0.3 
T3 
Byrsonima crassifolia 28 10 0.319 70.0 45.5 73.1 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 5 5 0.060 12.5 22.7 13.7 
Ouratea hexasperma 
.., ,., 0.046 7.5 13.6 10.5 
.J .J 
Salvertia convallariodora 2 2 0.007 5.0 9.1 1.5 
Curatella americana 1 0.003 2.5 4.6 0.6 
Bowdichia virgilioides 0.002 2.5 4.6 0.5 
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transects in Alter do Chao. 
(N) number of individuals, (P) number of points in the transect, (BA) total basal area., 
(RDe) relative density, (RF) relative frequency and (RDo) relative dominance. 
Species N P BA RDe RF ROo 
(m2) (%) (%) (%) 
T4 Byrsonima crassifolia 21 14 0.244 26.3 23.0 16.3 
Salvertia convallariodora 15 12 0.394 18.8 19.7 26.4 
Himatanthus articulatus 14 10 0.217 17.5 16.4 14.5 
Pouteria rami flora 7 6 0.264 8.8 9.8 17.7 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 6 5 0.071 7.5 8.2 4.8 
Vatairea macrocarpa 6 5 0.047 7.5 8.2 3.2 
Lafoensia pacari 4 3 0.038 5.0 4.9 2.6 
Scierolobium paniculatum 2 0.107 2.5 1.6 7.2 
Anacardium occidentale 2 2 0.038 2.5 3.3 2.5 
Bowdichia virgilio ides 1 1 0.061 1.3 1.6 4.1 
Myrcia cf. obtusa 1" 0.006 1.3 1.6 0.4 
Tocoyena formosa 0.005 1.3 1.6 0.3 
T5 Salvertia convallariodora 17 11 0.393 21.3 18.0 38.8 
Qualea grandiflora 15 9 0.143 18.8 14.8 14.1 
Lafoensia pacari 12 9 0.112 15.0 14.8 11.0 
Byrsonima crassifolia 12 11 0.098 15.0 18.0 9.7 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 8 6 0.054 10.0 9.8 5.3 
Pouteria ramiflora 6 5 0.067 7.5 8.2 6.6 
Vatairea macrocarpa 5 5 0.047 6.3 8.2 4.7 
Bowdichia virgilio ides 2 2 0.055 2.5 3.3 5.5 
Tabebuia ochracea 0.037 1.3 1.6 3.7 
Tocoyena formosa 0.005 1.3 1.6 0.5 
Anacardium occidentale 0.003 1.3 1.6 0.3 
T6 Byrsonima crassifolia 22 14 0.255 27.5 22.2 19.1 
Salvertia convallariodora 21 15 0.690 26.3 23.8 51.6 
Lafoensia pacari 9 8 0.045 11.3 12.7 3.4 
Pouteria ramitlora 8 6 0.107 10.0 9.5 8.0 
Himatanthus articulatus 5 5 0.133 6.3 7.9 9.9 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 4 4 0.017 5.0 6.4 1.3 
Vatairea macrocarpa 3 3 0.036 3.8 4.8 2.7 
Tocoyena formosa 3 3 0.013 3.8 4.8 1.0 
Roupala montana 2 2 0.025 2.5 3.2 1.9 
Qualea granditlora 2 2 0.013 2.5 3.2 1.0 
Hirtella ciliata 0.002 1.3 1.6 0.2 
T7 Byrsonima crassifolia 29 17 0.243 36.3 29.8 21.7 
Salvertia convallariodora 12 8 0.225 15.0 14.0 20.1 
Pouteria ramitlora II 9 0.184 13.8 15.8 16.4 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 7 6 0.056 8.8 10.5 5.0 
Himatanthus articulatus 6 5 0.091 7.5 8.8 8.1 
Anacardium occidentale 4 3 0.080 5.0 5.3 7.1 
Bowdichia virgilioides 3 :2 0.168 3.8 3.5 15.1 
Vatairea macrocarpa 3 3 0.043 3.8 5.3 3.9 
Tocoyena formosa 3 2 0.011 3.8 3.5 0.9 
Hirtella ciliata 0.012 1.3 1.8 l.l 
Lafoensia pacari 0.006 1.3 1.8 
0.6 
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The Roraima savannas were the poorest in species (R' = 0.8 to 1.28). with only 
eight species recorded from 280 individuals measured. Byrsonima crassifolia was the most 
abundant in two transects (T8-T9), with Curatella americana in the third transect (TIO) 
and B. coccolobifolia in the fourth transect (TIl) (Table 4.4). 
Rumaita had a total of 29 species from 240 individuals measured, the number of 
species varied greatly among transects. The two transects with the highest number of 
species differed in their most abundant species, the first (TI2) had Antonia ovata, Qualea 
parvijlora and Byrsonima crass ifo lia, while the other (TI3) had Qualea parvijlora, 
Caraipa savannarum followed by Byrsonima aff. cydoniifolia and Byrsonima crassifolia. 
The two poorest transects also had a distinct community composition balance, with 
Antonia ovata, Byrsonima crassifolia and Caraipa savannarum the most abundant in one 
case (TI4) and Caraipa savannarum, Byrsonima crassifolia and Antonia ovata in the other 
(TIS) (Table 4.5). 
At the Chapada dos Parecis a total of 37 species were found in 240 individuals 
measured. The first transect (TI8) community had mainly Mouriri pusa as the most 
abundant species, and the second (TI7) had M pusa, Vochysia cinnamomea and Miconia 
rubiginosa. In the third transect (TI6) however, M pusa had only one individual and the 
species position was taken by Davilla elliptica, Salvertia convallariodora and V 
cinnamomea (Table 4.6). 
Redenyao was the richest in species (R' = 2.97 to 3.16) , with a total of 58 species 
recorded from 320 individuals scored. The most important species varied among transects: 
Oualea arandlijlora was in this position on two transects, with Diospyros hispida as second 
-- (:) 
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Table 4.4. Species of trees ~ 5 cm dbh occurring in four transects in the State of 
Roraima. (N) number of individuals, (P) number of points in the transect, (BA) total 
basal area, (RDe) relative density, (RF) relative frequency and (RDo) relative 
dominance. 
Species N P BA RDe RF RDo 
(m2) (%) (%) (%) 
T8 
Byrsonima crassifolia 40 19 0.474 50.0 38.8 40.2 
Curatella americana 26 18 0.528 32.5 36.7 44.7 
Byrsonima coccoiobifolia 8 6 0.084 10.0 12.2 7.1 
Byrsonima aff. intermedia 3 ,., 0.070 3.8 6.1 6.0 .J 
Psidium myrsinoides 2 2 0.014 2.5 4.1 1.2 
Bowdichia virgilio ides 0.010 1.3 2.0 0.9 
T9 
Byrsonima crassifolia 35 14 0.343 43.8 35.0 29.6 
Roupala montana 20 8 0.264 25.0 20.0 22.8 
Curatella americana 19 12 0.486 23.8 30.0 41.8 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 5 5 0.063 6.3 12.5 5.5 
Byrsonima aff. intermedia 0.005 1.3 2.5 0.4 
TIO 
Curatella americana 26 10 0.530 65.0 47.6 81.1 
Byrsonima crassifolia 12 9 0.111 30.0 42.9 16.9 
Roupala montana 2 2 0.013 5.0 9.5 2.0 
Tll 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 38 19 0.370 47.5 41.3 47.5 
Byrsonima crassifolia 31 17 0.309 38.8 37.0 39.7 
Bowdichia virgilio ides 6 5 0.064 7.5 10.9 8.2 
Curatella americana 3 3 0.026 3.8 6.5 3.4 
Himathantus aff. fallax 2 2 0.010 2.5 4.4 1.3 
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species on one (T21) or Connarus suberosus on the other (T19), while on the other two 
(T20) Lafoensia pacari with Syagrus comosa and (T22) Curatella americana with 
Physocalymma scaberrimum were the first and second most important respectively (Table 
4.7). 
Carolina had a total of 38 species recorded from 320 individuals scored, the number 
of species and those most important varied among transects. Two transects (T23 and T2S) 
had the most important three species, Vochysia tucanorum, Qualea parviflora and Hirtella 
ciliata in common, while a third transect (T24) had two of these, V tucanorum and H 
ciliata with Dalbergia miscolobium in third place, and in the fourth transect (T26) the most 
important species were Plathymenia reticulata, Andira cordata and H ciliata (Table 4.8). 
Fifteen species were recorded only in the SE Humaita savannas (Anacardium 
giganteum, Bonyunia antoniifolia, Buchenavia capitata, Byrsonima aff. cydoniifolia, 
Caraipa savannarum, Didymopanax distractiflorum, Guatteria cf. pohliana, G. 
mayapuensis, Heisteria ovata, H acuminata, Laxoplumeria lesmannii, Ochthocosmus 
barrae, Pouteria torta, Sapium sp. and Vochysia grandis. Sixteen other species were 
recorded only for the northern disjunct savannas: Himathantus fallax and Machaerium sp. 
(SE Humaita and Roraima), Godmania esculifolia, Vitex schomburgkiana and Bysonima 
aff. intermedia (Roraima), Maprounea guianensis (SE Humaita and Amapa) , Rauvolfia 
pentaphylla, Trattinickia rhoifolia, Annona paludosa, Connarus perottetii, Licania 
longistyla, Himatanthus drastic us, Mycia cuprea (Amapa) and Matayba guianensis, 
}v/yrcia cf. obtusa and Swartzia sp. (Alter do Chao). Sixty-one species were recorded only 
for the south and southeast of the Amazon (in the northern extension of the core area),. 
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Table 4.8. Species of trees ~ 5 cm dbh occurring in four transects in Carolina. 
(N) number of individuals, (P) number of points in the transect, (BA) total basal area, 
(RDe) relative density, (RF) relative frequency and (RDo) relative dominance. 
Species N P BA RDe RF RDo 
Cm2) (%) (%) (%) 
T23 Vochysia tucanorum 12 II 0.192 15.0 15.5 14.6 
Qualea parviflora 10 8 0.255 12.5 11.3 19.4 
Hirtella ciliata 9 6 0.110 11.3 8.5 8.3 
Kielmeyera coriacea 7 6 0.042 8.8 8.5 3.2 
Pouteria rami flora 6 6 0.157 7.5 8.5 12.0 
Andira cordata 6 5 0.093 7.5 7.0 7.1 
Psidium myrsinoides 5 5 0.030 6.3 7.0 2.3 
Dimorphandra mollis 3 3 0.037 3.8 4.2 2.8 
Parkia platycephala 2 2 0.113 2.5 2.8 8.6 
Bowdichia virgiliodes 2 2 0.048 2.5 2.8 3.7 
Stryphnodendron coriaceum 2 2 0.031 2.5 2.8 2.4 
Plathymenia reticulata 2 2 0.016 2.5 2.8 1.2 
Agonandra brasiliensis 2 0.011 2.5 1.4 0.9 
Dalbergia miscolobium 0.025 1.3 1.4 1.9 
Byrsonima crassifolia 0.024 1.3 1.4 1.8 
Hymenaea stigonocarpa 0.023 1.3 1.4 1.8 
Anacardium occidentale 0.023 1.3 1.4 1.7 
Himatanthus obovatus 0.022 1.3 1.4 1.7 
Tabebuia aurea 0.020 1.3 1.4 1.5 
Qualea grandiflora 0.015 1.3 l.4 1.2 
Stryphnodendron obovatum 0.011 1.3 1.4 0.8 
Caryocar cuneatum(tido co 0.006 1.3 1.4 0.4 
Mouriri pusa 0.004 1.3 1.4 0.3 
Enterolobium gummiferum 0.004 1.3 1.4 OJ 
Eriotheca gracilipes 0.003 1.3 1.4 0.2 
T24 Qualea parviflora 28 16 0.653 35.0 25.8 53.9 
Hirtella ciliata 10 8 0.077 12.5 12.9 6J 
Dalbergia miscolobium 5 5 0.062 6J 8.1 5.1 
Byrsonima crassifolia 5 3 0.037 6.3 4.8 3.1 
Pouteria rami flora 5 4 0.034 6J 6.5 2.8 
Mouriri elliptica 4 4 0.044 5.0 6.5 3.6 
Dimorphandra mollis 4 4 0.042 5.0 6.5 
3.5 
Vochysia tucanorum 3 3 0.078 3.8 4.8 
6.5 
Anacardium occidentale 3 3 0.059 3.8 4.8 
4.9 
Andira cordata 3 2 0.015 3.8 3.2 
1.2 
Himatanthus obovatus 2 2 0.038 2.5 3.2 
3.1 
Mouriri pusa 2 2 0.012 2.5 
3.2 1.0 
Kielmeyera coriacea 2 2 0.008 2.5 3.2 
0.7 
Emmotum nitens I I 0.016 1.3 1.6 
1.3 
Hancomia speciosa 0.014 1.3 
1.6 1.2 
Parkia platycephala 0.013 1.3 
1.6 1.1 
Stryphnodendron coriaceum 0.009 1.3 
1.6 0.8 
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Table 4.8. coot. 
Species N P SA RDe RF RDo 
(m2) (%) (%) (%) 
T25 Vochysia tucanorum 25 16 0.528 31.3 24.2 ~1.J 
Hirtella ciliata 15 II 0.097 18.8 16.7 7.6 
Qualea parvitlora 6 6 0.143 7.5 9.1 11.2 
Mouriri elliptica 6 5 0.089 7.5 7.6 7.0 
Mouriri pusa 4 4 0.170 5.0 6.1 13.3 
Plathymenia reticulata 3 3 0.056 3.8 4.6 4.4 
Pouteria ramitlora 3 3 0.020 3.8 4.6 1.6 
Psidium myrsinoides 3 3 0.019 3.8 4.6 1.5 
Andira cordata 2 2 0.022 2.5 3.0 1.7 
Parkia platycephala 2 2 0.021 2.5 3.0 1.6 
Emmotum nitens 2 2 0.012 2.5 3.0 1.0 
Syrsonima crassifolia 2 2 0.007 2.5 3.0 0.6 
Caryocar cuneatum 0.057 1.3 1.5 4.5 
Himatanthus obovatus 0.017 1.3 1.5 1.4 
Connarus suberosus 0.007 1.3 1.5 0.5 
Hancomia speciosa 0.004 1.3 1.5 0.3 
Dimorphandra mollis 0.003 1.3 1.5 0.2 
Stryphnodendron coriaceum 0.002 1.3 1.5 0.2 
Himatanthus articulatus 0.002 1.3 1.5 0.2 
T26 Plathymenia reticulata 14 II 0.306 17.5 15.5 19.0 
Andira cordata 10 8 0.110 12.5 11.3 6.8 
Hirtella ciliata 9 6 0.236 11.3 8.5 14.6 
Ouratea hexasperma 6 6 0.054 7.5 8.5 3.4 
Pouteria ramitlora 4 3 0.057 5.0 4.2 
3.6 
Psidium myrsinoides 4 4 0.016 5.0 5.6 
1.0 
Caryocar cuneatum 3 3 0.143 3.8 4.2 
8.9 
Sclerolobium paniculatum 3 3 0.117 3.8 4.2 
7.2 
Stryphnodendron obovatum 3 3 0.031 3.8 4.2 
1.9 
Byrsonima crassifolia 3 3 0.014 3.8 4.2 
0.9 
Pterodon pubescens 2 2 0.180 2.5 2.8 
11.2 
Mouriri elliptica 2 2 0.147 2.5 
2.8 9.1 
Salvertia convallariodora 2 2 0.033 2.5 2.8 
2.1 
Stryphnodendron coriaceum 2 2 0.011 2.5 2.8 
0.7 
Connarus suberosus 2 2 0.007 2.5 
2.8 0.4 
Qualea granditlora I 0.036 1.3 1.4 
2.2 
Anacardium occidentale 0.030 1.3 
1.4 1.9 
Emmotum nitens 0.021 1.3 
1.4 1.3 
Syrsonima sp. folha fina 0.018 1.3 
1.4 1.1 
Diospyros hispida 0.014 
1.3 1.4 0.9 
Tocoyena formosa 0.011 1.3 
1.4 0.7 
Annona coriacea 0.006 
1.3 1.4 0.4 
Qualea parvitlora 0.005 1.3 
IA 0.3 
Dimorphandra mollis 0.003 1.3 
1.4 0.2 
Dalbergia miscolobium 0.002 
1.3 IA 0.2 
Hymenaea stigonocarpa 0.002 
1.3 IA 0.2 
while 50 species were widespread in both isolated and non-isolated savannas. 
The number of species unexpectedly increased as the patch of savanna become 
smaller (Fig. 4.1a), a significant negative linear relationship (y=-6.204+0.0004x, r2=34, 
P=O.025) was found between the number of species (y) and the area size (x) for all the 
isolated savannas, however, little of the variance was explained by the regression. 
There was a significant negative non-linear relationship between the number of 
species present in a study site and its distance (km) from the gravity centre (centroid) of 
distribution of the central Brazilian savannas (y=exp( 4. 164-o.00IX); P<O.OOO; r2=82) (Fig. 
4.1 b). A non-linear relationship is due to presence of species of wide Neotropical 
distribution, which will always be present even at a much greater distance from the 
centroid (as used in this study) or from any other chosen centre point. 
Classification analysis 
The dendrogram based on the S0rensen Similarity Indices between the 101 species 
from all sites (Fig. 4.2) shows a clear first division distinguishing isolated and non-isolated 
savannas. The second division of the former group separates Humaita (the richest in 
species, many of which do not occur in other areas of Brazil) from the other isolated 
savannas. The second division of the non-isolated savannas distinguishes Chap ada dos 
Parecis (which had 13 species restricted to it) from the others. The analysis distinguishes 
each of the geographical areas in both the isolated and non-isolated savannas. The values of 
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Fig. 4.1. Number of species present per transect (a) in the four isolated savannas 
in relation to their area size; (b) in the seven savannas studied in relation to their 
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Fig. 4.2. Similarity dendrogram yielded by UPG:tvfA, using S0rensen Similarity Indices 
based on presence and absence of 101 tree species 2! 5 cm (recorded by PCQ) from 26 
:ransects from the seven savannas. Open symbols represent non-isolated savannas, closed 
5ymbols represent isolated savannas. Ce ) Amapa, C-) Alter do Chao, C.) Roraima, C+) SE 
:-Iumaita, (0) Chapada dos Parecis, CLl) Reden9ao and (D) Carolina. 
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The analysis produced by including the additional 43 species recorded by 'wide 
patrolling', provides a similar dendrogram (Fig. 4.3) and confirm the previous conclusions. 
Ordination analysis 
The ordination based on floristic composition and density produced similar results 
to those yielded by UPGMA using S0rensen Similarity Indices, distinguishing the 
communities of isolated and non-isolated savannas at an upper level, and each of the 
geographical communities at a second level (Fig. 4.4; 4.5; 4.6). 
The DCA of presence/absence of the 101 species sampled by the PCQ method (Fig. 
4.4) shows: (i) the species Laxoplumeira lesmannii, Vochysia grandis, Guatteria aff. 
mayapuensis, Ochthocosmus barrae and Anacardium giganteum at the extreme of the 
diagram corresponding to the SE Humaita transects, (ii) Roupala montana, Himatanthus 
aff. fallax, Byrsonima aff. intermedia and Curatella americana corresponding to the 
Roraima and Amapa transects, (iii) Vatairea macrocarpa, Myrcia cf. obtusa, Sclerolobium 
paniculatum, Tocoyena formosa corresponding to all the Alter do Chao transects, (iv) 
Aspidosperma macrocarpon, Eugenia punicifolia, Licania humilis, Ouratea spectabilis, 
Piptocarpha rotundifolia, Styrax ferrugineus, Buchenavia tomentosa, Vochysia 
cinnamomea corresponding to Chapada dos Parecis on the other extreme of the diagram, 
while (v) Reden9ao and Carolina share a large number of species and therefore are grouped 
together in the centre of the diagram. 
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Fig. 4.3. Similarity dendrogram yielded by UPGMA~ using S0!'ensen Similarity Indices 
based on presence and absence of 144 tree species ~ 5 cm (recorded by PCQ plus wide 
patrolling) from 26 transects fro,m the seven savannas. Open symbols represent non-
isolated savannas, closed symbols represent isolated savannas. (e) Amapa, (.) Alter do 
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Fig. 404. DCA ordination of the 101 species (recorded by the PCQ) present on the 26 
transects of the seven savannas based on presence/absence of species. Open symbols 
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0.5567, 0.3446, 0.2714 and 0.1454). 
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There was no relevant difference between the pattern from the previous analysis 
from that of the DCA based on species density for the same 101 species (Fig. 4.5). The 
latter analysis distinguished the non-isolated savanna groups better, with Dalbergia 
miscolobium, Vochysia aff. lesmanii, Parkia platycephala, Hancornia speciosa,Kielmeyera 
coriacea separating Reden9ao from the Carolina transects. 
The DCA analyses of 144 species recorded by 'wide patrolling' based on 
presence/absence confirmed the pattern found by the previous two analyses (Fig. 4.6). The 
non-isolated and isolated savannas are in very distinct groups. This time, additional species 
(Godmania esculifolia, Vitex schomburgkiana, Machaerium sp.) contributed to 
distinguishing better the Roraima transects from those of Amapa (characterized by 
Trattinnickia rhoifolia, Rauvoljia pentaphylla, Licania longistyla, Connarus perottetii, 
Annona paludosa, Myrcia cuprea, Symplocos guianensis, Himatanthus drastricus). 
DISCUSSION 
The frequency of the dominant speCIes varied between visually homogeneous 
transects (2 Ian - 80 Ian apart) within the same site. Such variation seems to be common in 
central Brazilian savannas (Felfili et al. 1993). The spatial distribution of tree species in 
these savannas is a mosaic, with each part of the mosaic showing a different combination 
of less than 100 species (Felfili & Silva JUnior 1993). Several studies account for this 
variation on the grounds of a number of environmental variables, including soil depth and 
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Fig. 4.6. DCA ordination of the 144 species (recorded by ~wide patrolling') present on 
the 26 transects of the seven savannas based on density of species. Open symbols represent 
noo-isolated savannas. cLosed symbols represent isolated savannas. (.) A.mapcl 
(.) Alter do Chao, (A) Roraima. (.) SE Humai~ (0) Chapada des Parecis, (Ll) 
Reden9ae and (0) Carolina (The firn four components of the analysis have eigenvalues of 





1992). In this study soil texture and nutrients also distinguished most of the sites (Chapter 
3, Fig. 3.2), although significant differences were found among transects from the same 
study site. 
The classification using cluster analysis (UPGMA) and ordination (DCA) led to 
similar conclusions. There is a strong separation of the southern Amazonian savannas (part 
of the northern extension of the core area) and the disjunct savannas isolated in the rain 
forest. Four main subgroups were distinguished, (a) Southeastern Amazonia (T19-T26), 
(b) Southwestern Amazonia (T16-T18), both in the same division, and in the second 
division (c) isolated savannas from south of the Amazon river, and (d) isolated savannas 
from north of the river. 
A similar tendency covering the core area of central Brazil was observed on a much 
larger scale (Ratter et al. 1996). The authors were able to distinguish five large groups. The 
Southwestern Amazonia group of my study (Chapada dos Parecis) corresponds to their 
Central western sites, and my Southeastern Amazonia group (Carolina and Redenc;ao) 
would be included in their Northern sites. My smaller-scale study however, produces a 
further subdivision and a clear pattern for the Amazonian sites. Studies of species 
distribution of a family such as Chrysobalanaceae (Prance 1992) indicated a degree of 
phytogeographic difference between species of central Brazil and Amazonian savannas. 
The large number of northeastern Amazonian species present in Humaita suggest 
establishment of this savanna from more than one centre of dispersion. It has probably 
been colonized by species from the llanos, e.g. from localities dominated by Caraipa as 
found by Sarmiento (1984) and by central Brazilian species as mentioned by Kubitzki 
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(1979). The Amapa savannas have Guyanan speCIes, indicating their establishment 
involved a northern influence rather than one from central Brazil, while the Roraima 
savannas are related to the nearby Rupununi and Venezuelan complex, rather than to the 
vegetation of distant central Brazil. 
Implications for evaluation and planning 
The government of the state of Amapa showed interest in protecting savanna areas. 
Therefore a report was provided giving the location of well preserved areas in the north-
south strip of savannas running through the state. A paper including these suggestions has 
been submitted and accepted for publication (Appendix 4.4). 
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Chapter 5. 
Soil organic matter isotopes (13C: 12C) and carbon dating (14C) 
INTRODUCTION 
Stable carbon isotope analysis uses differences in the natural abundance of the 
stable carbon isotopes l3C and 12C as tags or tracers and the variation in l3Cf I2C ratios 
is generally measured by ratio mass spectrometry (Rounick & Winterbourn 1986). The 
8 values are measures of heavy (l3C) and light (12C) isotope components. Organic 
matter is invariably depleted in l3C compared with the standard generally used, PDB 
(Belemnite from the Peedee formation), therefore 8 l3C values of organic materials are 
negative, an increase in these values (a less negative figure) means the material is richer 
in l3C, and it is accompanied by a reciprocal decrease in the light isotope content 
(O'Leary 1981, Peterson & Fry 1987). 
A prerequisite for stable isotope carbon research is to understand the range of 
carbon isotope abundances found in natural materials and the way it is altered by 
chemical, physical and biological fractionation processes (Rounick & Winterbourn 
1986). 
Natural variation of 8 13C values in plants is due to the fact that during CO2 
assimilation plants discriminate the stable isotope l3C to different extents, according to 
their C3, C4 or CAM photosynthetic pathways (Bender 1971, Smith & Epstein 1971). 
The average value for C3 plants is - -28%0 and C4 - -13%0 (Bender 1971. Smith & 
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Epstein 1971) and this can reflect vegetation types, where forests are dominated bv C,,-
- .) 
pathway plants and savanna grasslands are dominated by C4 plants. However. the value 
ranges of C4 and C3 plants can differ according to the variation in the isotopic ratio of 
the local atmospheric CO2 (-10 to -19%0 and -21 to -36%0 respectively, Troughton et al. 
1974), light intensity (Park & Epstein 1960, Troughton 1972), and altitude (Korner et 
al. 1988), nevertheless the ranges are still distinct. Some groups such as grasses contain 
both C3 and C4 species (Cowling 1983) and a study in south Brazil (Klink 1989) 
showed that C3 grasses tend to occupy cooler shaded habitats and C4 sunny open 
habitats. Similar tendencies were discovered in Namibia, southern Africa, (Ellis et al. 
1980) where the C3 grasses were found to occupy relatively high moisture regimes with 
reduced solar radiation and low leaf temperatures and C4 species hotter temperatures 
and a wide tolerance of moisture conditions. 
Soil organic matter globally contains several-fold more carbon than either the 
atmosphere or living plant biomass and in general is similar or slightly enriched in 13C 
in comparison with the dominant vegetation (Peterson & Fry 1987). Vegetation changes 
have numerous consequences for the physical, chemical and biological properties of 
soil, especially soil organic matter (Mariotti & Peterschmitt 1994). Since the main 
control of the soil organic matter S13C values is plant litter inputs, it is possible to 
detect the occurrence of shifts in tropical zones of forest (C3 dominant plants) to 
grassland (C4 dominant grasses) or vice-versa, and to record part of a vegetation history 
from deeper layers. 
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The radiocarbon dating (14C) of soil organic matter generally shows an increase 
of age with depth. The superficial layers usually are modem or up to 100 years, at 1 m 
deep ages around of 3,000 to 5,000 years are typical, while deeper soil layers up to 6 m 
can reach 60,000 years (e.g. Absy et al. 1991), revealing the age of a specific type of 
vegetation cover. Thus, the isotopic carbon composition of soil organic matter allows 
the establishment of an approximate chronology of palaeovegetational changes. 
Large scale vegetation changes have been suggested for the Amazon (Ab'saber 
1977) and recent palaeoenvironmental studies in a number of regions in Amazonia, 
using 14C dating and analysis of soil organic matter (Desj ardin et al. 1991), lake 
sediments (Turcq et al. 1993) in association with pollen records (Van der Hammen 
1972, Absy & Van der Hammen 1976, Absy et al. 1991), fluvial systems (Latrubesse 
& Franzinelli 1993, Kromberg & Benchimol 1993) and palaeofauna (Rancy 1993) 
show several periods of alternation of forest and open vegetation formations during the 
Quaternary. 
The isolated Amazonian savannas surrounded by the rain forest have been 
suggested as remnants of a formerly more widespread vegetation type possibly 
connected to the present central Brazilian savannas (Ducke & Black 1953, Egler 1960, 
Andrade-Lima 1966); however, other workers questioned this (Kubitzki 1983, Eiten 
1972). Other floristic studies (Rizzini 1979) have suggested that the central Brazilian 
savannas have succeeded semideciduous forest and a recent paleopalynological study 
(Ledru 1993) reveals that an area of savanna in south Brazil was covered in such forest 
for most of the Pleistocene. 
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The combination of isotopic composition of the soil organic matter and 1 ~C 
dating is applied in this study to investigate the age of the isolated savanna patches. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Soil sampling 
The sites of the forest and savanna cores were chosen on flat ground in 
undisturbed vegetation well away from the present ecotone. In each study site, four soil 
cores were taken, two in the savanna and two in the surrounding or nearest forest. The 
distance from the boundary to the area of the forest sampled varied from 200 m to 23 
km. In the case of the isolated sites, I tried to place the sample area in a central position. 
The distance from the boundary to the area of savanna sampled varied from 200 m to 40 
km. Due to funding limitations only one core from savanna and one from forest were 
analyzed for each site. The location of the 13 analysed cores is shown in Fig. 5.1, 5.1a, 
5.1 b and Appendix 5.1. Only the Chapada dos Parecis had no forest nearby, and 
therefore the core used for comparison came from the SE Humaita site (200 Ian north). 
Soil cores were made using a 4 mauger, 0.5 kg of soil were taken at 11 depths 
(0-0.05,0.1-0.2, 0.5-0.6, 1.0-1.2, 1.4-1.6, 1.8-2.0,2.2-2.4,2.6-2.8,3.0-3.2,3.4-3.6,3.8-
4.0 m and in addition at 4.4-4.6 m at the Roraima site). The samples were air dried, 
sieved « 2 mm) to remove live roots, ground and again sieved « 220 J.lm). Further 
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Fig. 5.1. Brazilian Amazon Basin showing the satellite image location of all 
study sites. (1) Amapa, (2) Alter do Chao, (3) Roraima, (4) SE Humaita, 
(5) Chapada dos Parecis, (6) Redenyao, (7) Carolina. Areas in black represent 




Fig. 5.1a. (1) Amapa, (2) Alter do Chao, (3) Roraima, (4) SE Humaita. Arrows 
indicate the location of the soil cores. 
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Fig. 5.1h. (5) Chapada dos Parecis, (6) Reden9ao, (7) Carolina. Arrows indicate the location 
of the soil cores. 
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Nuclear Energy in Agriculture (CENA) in Piracicaba, Sao Paulo, and the 14C dating in 
the Department of Earth System Science, University of California, Irvine, USA. 
Laboratory 813e isotope measurement 
The isotopic carbon ratios of soil organic matter analysis were determined by 
spectrometry on CO2, from a 109 subsample of the sieved soil burned in sealed 
evacuated pyrex tubes for 12 h at 9000 C. Soil organic matter isotope measurements 
were made with a micromass 602 E mass spectrometer (Finnegan Mat, Bremen, 
Germany) fitted with double inlet and double collector systems. Standards consisted of 
the Peedee Belemnite (PDB) formation, from South Carolina, USA, initially employed 
as a standard by Craig (1957). 
The results are expressed III 8l3C relative to the PDB standard III the 
conventional 8 (%0) notations as: 
[ (13C/12Csample) - (13c/12CstandarcV ] 
813C%0 = ( _ 1 ) x 1,000 
( 13C/12Cstandard) 
The negative signal of the results indicate that the quotient l3C/I2C of the 
sample is smaller than the quotient l3C/I2C of the standard. All results represent the 
mean of at least two replicate analyses that differed by less than 0.3%0. 
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Radiocarbon 14C dating 
The radiocarbon content of the soil organic matter was determined for the same 
I . h' h 13 
samp es III w IC 8 C was analysed. The carbon dating was made by a liquid 
scintillation method. The soil organic matter was converted into benzene, and the later 
analyzed in a low level Packard 1550 liquid scintillation spectrometer. Samples were 
counted for at least 48 h. 
The radiocarbon ages are expressed in years BP (Before Present) and percentage 
modem carbon (pmc) relative to 95% of the activity of oxalic acid standard in 1950 and 
normalized to a 813C of25%0 PDB. The analytical precision was ± 1.0 pmc. 
RESULTS 
813C values 
The soil profiles of all the savannas studied with the exception of the non-
isolated Chapada dos Parecis site, showed a great variation of 813C values in the upper 
layers, but converging at depth with the values of the nearest forests (Fig. 5.2 and 
Appendix 5.2). The superficial soil (0-0.05 m) ranged from -16.05 to -24.89%0 
(x=-20.64, N= 7), with an average 8%0 higher than that found for C4 plants (Table 5.1). 
There was a clear increase of 8 13C value at first (up to 0.6 m) with values reaching from 
-21.71 to -13.91 %0 (x=-17.77, N= 7) followed by a decrease in successive soil layers. 
The isolated SE Humaiti and the non-isolated Carolina site, showed a stabilization of 
the value -23.5%0 at 1.8-2.0 m. With the exception of the Chapada dos Parecis, a range 
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from -27.2 to -22.83 %0 (x=-24.29, N= 6) of 8 13C was reached in all sites at 3.8-4.0 m, 
a value indicative of C3 plant communities. Roraima was the only site sampled at -L4-
4.6 m depth and showed also the value ofC3 plants (26.8%0). 
The savanna of Chapada dos Parecis was the only site that had the deepest layers 
(3.8-4.0 m) with 813C values (-19.04%0) similar to the surface (range from -17.63 to 
-21.3%0), although between 2.0-2.4 m it had a higher value (-21.3%0) which might 
indicate a change of the type of vegetation cover during an intermediate period. 
All forest soil profiles, whether near isolated or non-isolated savanna sites, had a 
similar range and shape in the distribution of 813C values, from an average -28.31 %0 
(-29.56 to -28.35, N=6) in the surface to -25.4%0 (-27.07 to -24.48, N=5) at 3.8-4.0 m of 
depth, i.e. values characteristic of C3 plants in all layers (Fig. 5.2). 
14C ages 
The 14C age results for soil organic matter are available for present savanna sites 
In Roraima and in part for SE Humaita and Carolina. The Roraima core shows 
transition from forest to savanna vegetation between 4,370 and 2,610 years BP while 
SE Humaita shows a similar change between 2,380 and 780 years BP, and Carolina 
between 2,270 and 100 years BP (Fig. 5.2). 
The results from the forest sites close to the isolated forest areas show values 
indicative of continuous forest cover going back to 6,100 BP in Alter do Chao, 4,900 
BP in SE Humaita and 2,900 BP in Roraima. The core from the forest site at Carolina 
indicates the presence of forest there 2.250 years 
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and the respective Cages. 
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DISCUSSION 
The Sl3C values for Amazonian plants and plant material published in previous 
studies are summarized in Table 5.1. 
The Sl3C values of superficial soils in all the savannas studied showed lower 
values than those recorded for C4 plants but higher than those for C3 plants (Table 5.1). 
They were similar to soil organic marier values found in central and southern Brazil 
under savanna (Desjardin et al. 1991) and to a savanna in the Pantanal (Victoria et al. 
1995). Bird et al. (1992), studying particulate organic matter from Amazonian rivers 
draining woody savannas (cerrado), found higher values than mine, but similar to those 
found by Martin et al. (1990) for savannas protected from fire for 25 years in Lamto, 
Ivory Coast. It is possible (depending on the density of trees and shrubs) that material 
derived from the decomposition of wood litter reduces the grass 13C values at the soil 
surface by dilution. Mariotti & Peterschmitt (1994) recorded the value of -26.8%0 for 
litter of savanna trees in India, in contrast to their values for grasses of -11.4%0, 
reinforcing the above conclusions. 
Superficial soil organic matter from all forest sites (Appendix 5.2) showed 
values characteristic of C3 Amazonian plants (Table 5.1), and in deeper layers this value 
was increased by 4%0, Desjardin et al. (1991), studying five profiles distributed in 
central and southwestern Amazonia, found the same pattern of curves but increasing 
only by 2%0. However, another profile from southern Amazonia (NA3. Desjardin et al. 
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1991) showed a different pattern, with values below 1 m as low as 20% t' 
- 00, sugges mg a 
change of vegetation. 
The curves of ol3C for savannas show an initial increase with depth at first (with 
the exception of Carolina) and the same trend was observed for forest soils. Similar 
patterns were found for Central Brazilian savannas (Volkoff & Cerri 1987, Desjardin et 
al. 1991, Victoria et al. 1995), African savannas, Congo and Ivory Coast (Schwartz et 
al. 1992, Martin et al. 1990) and also for Central America forests, Puerto Rico and 
Costa Rica (Von Fischer & Tieszen 1995, Veldkamp 1994), German and New Zealand 
forests (Schleser & Jayasekera 1985, Goh et al. 1976). Several explanations have been 
put forward to account for the enrichment (Ol3C becoming more positive) between litter 
and soil layers: (a) recent variation in the l3C content of atmospheric CO2 (Friedli et al. 
1986 and Marino & McElroy 1991 ); (b) illuviation of l3C-enriched dissolved organic 
matter into lower soil horizons (Nadelhoffer & Fry 1988); or (c) a natural phenomenon 
reflecting that -25%0 is the Ol3C value typical for the passive soil orgamc carbon 
fraction (Veldkamp 1994). 
Despite the limitations on the conclusions due the lack of some carbon dating 
results, some comments may be made. All the isolated savanna sites studied, i.e. 
Amapa, Roraima and SE Humaita, had Ol3C values which converge at depth with those 
of the surrounding forest, indicating that forest vegetation covered these sites in the 
past. The isolated savanna of SE Humaita seems to be comparatively recent, showing 
the change to the l3C values of C3 plants at about 2,380 BP, suggesting that its origin 
was at about that date (which partially matches with the Holocene dry period around 
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2,100 BP, suggested by Absy et al. 1993). Nevertheless palynological studies from a 
lake in Carajas, Para (Absy et al. 1991) showed a vegetation dominated by grasses 
between 5,000 and 7,000 BP. It seems that these isolated savannas were involved in the 
expansion and contraction of the forest as found for several other regions such Acre 
(Kromberg & Benchimol 1993), Carajas (Absy et al. 1991, Turcq et al. 1993), 
Rondonia (Van der Hammen 1972), Boa Vista, Roraima (Absy et al. 1993). However, 
these isolated savannas apparently were not open vegetation during the strongly arid 
climate around 8,000 BP (Servant et al. 1989). At this period the areas might have been 
forest or perhaps seasonal woodlands as was found in south Brazil (Ledru 1993). 
Victoria et al. (1995) also conclude that the Pantanal, an area now covered in grassy 
savanna, was occupied by arboreal vegetation 5,000 - 11,000 years ago. 
The non-isolated savanna sites showed two kinds of Ol3C curves. The 
southeastern one, Carolina, with 813C values convergent at depth with the nearest forest 
indicates probable expansion of the central Brazilian savannas into the forest. The most 
southwestern site studied, Chapada dos Parecis, maintained values characteristic of 
open vegetation up to 4.0 m. A 1.5 m deep profile (MMT4) made by Desjardin et al. 
(1991) shows the same 8l3c values for a savanna 400 km east from Chapada dos 
Parecis. This site of the present study was probably part of an older arid vegetation that 




The Neotropical savannas as defined by Sanniento (1984) have their largest present 
area of distribution in Central Brazil, and the second largest to the northwest of the 
Amazon in the llanos of Orinoco, with smaller areas spread over the Amazon region as 
disjunct patches in the rain forest. However, there have been great changes in area during 
the Quaternary and the dynamics of expansion and contraction of savanna versus forest has 
been considered a result of the climatic fluctuations during the period (Flenley 1979, 
Prance 1982, Sanniento & Monasterio 1985). The range of the Neotropical savannas can 
be classified along two main axes of variation: structural and ecological (Sanniento 1983, 
Sanniento & Monasterio 1985). The second of these has been considered in studies of the 
central Brazilian savannas (cerrados) and a large scale patterns have been discovered. 
Ratter & Dargie (1992) showed the existence of a remarkable floristic heterogeneity in the 
cerrados and that there are no species that occur everywhere. They correlated trends in 
distribution pattern with latitude, longitude and, most strongly, with type of soil. The 
studies of Castro (1994) and Ratter et al. (1996), consisting of large scale analyses of many 
sites throughout the cerrado region, demonstrated centres of floristic diversity and showed 
strong biogeographical patterns. 
The present study is restricted to seasonal savannas, and provides insight into the 
variability of soils and vegetation of seven areas: four disjunct Amazonian savannas and 
7Q 
three non-isolated peripheral localities. Isotope techniques were also used as a tool to seek 
evidence of the past history of the areas The most promt·nent fi d' d 1· 
. m mgs an conc USlOns 
from this study are described below: 
(a) Disjunct Amazonian savannas have been assumed to be on poor sandy soils 
(Solbrig 1993) and those of the central Brazilian savannas are rather similar, occurring 
most commonly on well-drained acid latosols and sandy soils, although they are also found 
on a range of other soils, richer in calcium and magnesium (Haridasan 1992). This 
investigation confirmed the above, as all sites studied had fairly acid soils with moderate 
concentrations of aluminium. Two of the three non-isolated sites (Reden9ao and Chapada 
dos Parecis) were the richest in nutrients but the third (Carolina) was on a poor sandy soil. 
However, soil properties varied significantly along most transects under the same type of 
vegetation, showing the occurrence of relatively small-scale mosaics in savanna soils. 
(b) The floristic composition of disjunct Amazonian savannas varies from site to site 
and even varies significantly along transects at the same site. The disjunct sites were more 
depauperate in number of species compared to those studied in the periphery of the core 
area. Byrsonima crassi/olia was the only species present in all seven sites, but even then 
was not present in all transects. A floristic influence from central Brazil is found at Alter 
do Chao and SE Humaita, while Amapa and Roraima seem to have a northern floristic 
influence. SE Humaita had the highest number of tree species that were not recorded from 
the other sites studied, several of them with a western Amazonian distribution, indicating 
more than one source of floristic influence this site. The classification analyses based on 
both species similarity and on density clearly separated the flora from disjunct and 
peripheral sites into distinct groups, suggesting the former may not have a central Brazilian 
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origin - Prance (1992) reached a similar conclusion from systematic studies in the family 
Chrysobalanaceae. 
(c) The disjunct islands of savanna in Amazonia have been considered as possible 
outliers of a formerly continuous savanna extending out from the central Brazilian 'core 
area' under a more arid climate in the Pleistocene (Brown & Ab'saber 1979, Cole 1986, 
Bigarella & Ferreira 1985). This idea was contradicted by others (e.g. Irion 1982), who, 
from studies of lake sediments, concluded that such a continuous central Amazonian 
savanna never existed. The isotope studies of the present research provided (Sl3C values 
indicating a vegetation change from C4 to C3 plants for most of the present island savanna 
areas at sometime from 2,000 to 6,000 BP, showing that forest cover existed during a part 
of the Holocene. These results confirm the fmdings from a recent study analyzing organic 
matter from 21 forest soils in Brazil (Martinelli et al. 1996 in press). This work indicates 
that, with the exception of Terra Nova, the other six sites in the Amazon area had forest 
cover, although dates were provided only for Altamira (4,390 BP) and Paragominas 
(22,470 BP), and not for Capitao P090, Manaus, Oriente Novo and S. Domingos, 
In support of the above conclusion, recent human ecology studies made in caves 
inside a forest patch at Monte Alegre, near Santarem (PA) (Roosevelt 1993) found that 
humans lived there between 11,500-10,000 and 8,000-6,000 B.P. using resouces of a semi-
deciduous tropical forest similar to the one found outside the cave today, suggesting a 
persistent forest in lowland Amazonia at those dates. Interdisciplinary studies should be 
used as a major strategy to give a more accurate understanding of the dynamics of late 
Pleistocene - Holocene landscape history of the Amazon basin. 
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pH H20 OM P K 
(%) Ilg g ·1 
4.9 0.65 2.8 0 
4.9 0.70 2.9 0 
5.0 0.55 2.8 0 
4.9 0.80 2.6 5 
5.0 0.65 2.8 
4.9 0.80 2.9 
4.9 1.00 3.0 2 
5.0 0.95 2.9 2 
4.0 1.16 3.2 5 
l.ll 2.7 
0.92 3.2 24 
5.l 1.50 3.2 12 
5.0 1.26 2.8 5 
6 1.36 2 3 
5.0 1.76 9.4 11 
5.l 0.08 4.4 0 
5.l 0.95 4.4 0 
5.2 0.50 5.4 0 











1.56 1l.0 4 
1.16 6.l 0 
0.75 4.9 0 
0.85 4.2 0 
0.45 4.6 0 
2.06 15.3 7 
0.85 8.6 2 
1.36 7.7 5 
2.01 7.3 
1.51 4.1 3 
0.67 2.0 0 
1.54 2.8 I 
0.87 3.4 2 
1.18 3.6 4 
0.87 3.5 4 
4.8 0.51 2.1 12 
4.7 0.46 1.6 27 
4.7 0.67 1.0 6 
4.6 0.67 2.0 12 
5.1 2.20 2.2 34 





0.87 1.5 16 
0.31 0.8 4 






















































































































































































































































































































3.38 2.8 92 
0.87 1.6 52 
2.25 2.2 79 
1.79 1.6 67 
1.84 2.3 45 
4.6 0.36 2.2 4 
4.6 0.31 1.7 0 
4.3 0.36 2.0 3 
4.4 0.36 2.1 10 
4.7 OJ6 1.8 1 
4.4 0.77 1.8 6 
















1.59 1.2 14 
1.29 1.6 13 
1.38 2.0 25 
0.46 0.9 12 
1.18 1.4 23 
U8 1.0 16 
1.49 1.2 9 
1.54 1.2 17 
1.02 1.2 19 
1.02 1.0 12 
0.31 1.3 26 
1.28 1.2 23 
1.49 1.0 18 
1.38 1.3 28 
1.13 0.6 11 
Chap ada dos Parecis 5.2 1.36 5.5 4 






1.51 0.5 73 
1.46 OJ 66 
1.41 0.3 33 
4.9 1.07 4.5 25 
4.8 0.83 7.6 44 
4.8 0.73 2.6 52 
4.9 1.07 1.4 50 
4.9 0.97 1.4 51 
4.9 0.63 5.5 84 
5.0 0.73 0.7 17 
4.9 0.44 0.8 10 
4.9 0.49 0.7 46 


































































































































































































































































































































































2.2 1.9 32 
1.9 1.6 21 
1.5 1.9 19 
2.7 1.3 63 
1.0 1.7 21 
2.2 3.6 37 
3.4 3.6 26 
1.7 4.0 26 
2.5 3.8 33 
1.5 4.0 24 
1.4 3.8 19 
2.5 4.6 19 
1.3 5J 36 
1.3 5.0 48 
1.7 5.5 48 
1.4 5.4 37 
1.3 5.7 36 
1.5 3.5 43 
2.4 2.6 43 
2.2 2.7 39 
3.2 2.9 63 
3.5 3.0 62 
3.1 3.3 56 
0.5 1.8 1 
0.7 1.7 3 
1.1 1.7 5 
0.9 1.8 5 
0.9 1.6 4 
0.6 2.6 2 
0.5 1.9 3 
0.4 1.4 2 
0.7 1.8 2 
0.8 1.5 2 
1.1 1.4 
0.7 1.3 I 
0.6 1.6 3 
0.5 J.2 2 
0.6 1.5 6 
0.8 1.3 6 
0.6 1.1 3 
0.3 1.0 5 






































































































































































































































































































Appendix 4.1. List of the 101 species recorded by PCQ at the 26 transects, with additional 43 (in bold) from wide patrolling around the transects. 
SPECIES TI n T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 TlO Til Tl2 Tl3 Tl4 Tl5 Tl6 Tl7 Tl8 Tl9 no nl n2 n3 T24 n5 n6 
Acosmillm c/asycurpum (Vogel) Yakovlev 
Aegipllilu IhotJkyullu Cham. 
Agont.l/ldra brasiliensis Miers 
AnacardwlIl cf. gigantelllll Hanc. ex. Eng!. 
Allacardillm cf.llumile St.llil. 
Anacardillm occidentale L. 
Andira cordata Arroyo ex R. T. Pennington 
Alltlira surillamells;s (Bondt.) Splitz. ex Pulle 
Andira vermifllga (Mart.) Bentham 
Allllona coriacea Mart. 
AIIIlOlla crassiflora Mart. 
AIII/OlIll palm/osa Aubl. 
Antonia ovata Pohl 
Aspidosperma macrocarpon Mart. 
BOlly,,,,;a alltoll;ijolia I)rogel 
LJo\l'dichia virgilioides Kunth 
Brosimllm galldichalldii Trt!cul 
Bucilelluvia cupiwtu (Vahl) Eichler 
!Jllchelluvw /Olllell/osa Eichler 
Byrso/llllla aff. cydolliifolia Adr. Juss. 
Byrsonima alT jn/erllledia Adr. Juss. 
LJ),rl'onillla coccolobifolia K ullth 
LJ),rsonillla crassifofja (L.) KUlltll 
Byrsoflillla sp. 'folha lina' 
Callis/helle jusciclila/a (Spreng.) Mart. 
ClIrUlpa saVl..IIlI1an/1I/ Kubilzki 
Caryocar brasiliense Cambcss. 
(/II/11ocllilol/ k/lpp/eri (Sagol nEllgl.) Ducke 
('O/ll/lJrll!i peirotfetii (DC.) l'lallchull 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 000 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































o 0 0 0 0 
000 0 
o I I 
o 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 
I 000 
o 0 
o 0 0 0 0 
o I 
o 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 




o 0 0 0 
000 (J 0 
I 0 0 U (J 
o 000 
o 0 000 
\0 
oc 
~ ppenuJX 'I. J. ~ com.) 
Connarus suberoslls Planeh. 
Copaijeru murlii Hayne 
COllepia paraensis (Mart. & Zuec.) Benth. subsp. 
cerradoana Prance 
Cllratella americana L. 
Cybiantlllls detergells Mart. 
Cybistux tllltisipllylitictl l\Ia rt. 
Dalberg;a miscolobilllll Benlh. 
Davilla elliptica A. St.-Hi I. 
Didymopwwx distraclijlorum Ilarllls 
Didymopanax sp. TMS 405 
Dimorpllulltlru guTt/ller;ullu Tul. 
Dimorphandra mollis Benlh. 
Diospyros hispida DC. 
Dipteryx ulutu Vogel 
Diptychandra ullranliaca Tul. subsp. uuralltiam 
Emmotulll nilens (Bt:nth.) Miers 
Enter%bill'" gUlIll/lijerwl/ (Marl.) J. Macbr. 
Eriotheca gracilipes (Schum.) Robyns 
t'rythroxylwlI sllberosllm A. St.-lIil. 
EJclnveilera lIalla (Berg) I\liers 
Euge/llU dysellterica DC 
clige/llu pWlIhellsis Berg 
c'lIgellia pllflicijoliu (Kunth) DC. 
Ferdillum/lisa ovalis Pohl 
Got/mallit, escllJijolia (Humboldt, Bonpland 
& I\.ulllh) Standley 
(/llupiru sp 























000 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
I I 000 I I 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
000 0 0 0 000 0 0 
000 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 000 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 000 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 
o 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000 0 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 000 0 
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000 1000 0000 
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000 0 000 0 000 U U 
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000 0 
0000 
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0000000 0 000 0 0 
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AppendiX ".1. (cont.) 
Gualteria cf. pohliana Schild!. 
Guatteria cr. mayapllellsis Kunlh 
Hancornia speciosa Gomez 
Heisteria aCllminala (Humboldt & Bonpland) Engler 
Heisleria ovala Benlh. 
IIlInalwllJllIs artictllailis (Vahl) Woodson 
fIllnalUnlhl/s drasliclIs (Mart.) Plumel 
J1illw/an/JllIs obovallls (Miill. Arg.) Woodson 
J1illlaiJ/(Jlllu5 all. /ullax (Milii. Arg.) Plume! comb. nov. 
IJirie/la ciliala Mart. & Zucco 
lIir/ella gla/ldulosa Spreng. 
Hymenaea sligonocarpa Mart. & Zucco 
Jacaranda brasiliensis Pers. 
Kielmeyera coriacea (Spreng.) Mart. 
Kielmeyer" lalhrophyloll Saddi 
Lu/uellsiu pacari A. St.-IIil. 
Laxupllllileria /esJIlallnii Markgraf 
Licania hl/milis Cham. & Schlecht. 
Licallia IOllgistilu (Hook. L) Fritsch 
Luehe" palliclliaia I\larl. 
Mabeafislillifera 1\'larl. 
Mae/wailllll ~p. Ti\lS 278 
Magullia pllbescells A. St.-I IiI. 
,lfuprullllea glliullellsis AlibI. 
Matllybll gllillllemis Aubl. 
Micvllia /errugillala HC. 
,I/ICUIl/(J rubiginosa (BOJlPI.) DC. 
MUllrirt elliptlca I'dart 
,\IUllrll'I !w.w (iardnu 
TI T2 T3 T4 TS T6 T7 T8 T9 TIO Til TI2 TI3 TI4 TIS Tl6 TI7 TI8 TI9 T20 T21 '1'22 T23 T24 T2S '1'26 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 001 I I 000 
I I I 0 0 0 000 0 
o 0 000 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
I 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 I I 000 
o 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o I 0 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 







































































































































000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I 0 0 I 0 I I 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 000 0 
o 000 000 0 0 0 
o I I I I 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 I 
o 000 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 I 
000 0 0 000 0 
I 0 I I 
000000000 
o I I 0 0 () 
o 0 000 0 0 0 0 () 
o I 000 () 0 0 0 0 
o 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 I 000 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 
o 0 000 0 000 0 
o () I 0 I 0 0 () 
o 0 () 0 0 0 0 () 0 () 
o 0 000 0 000 0 
o 000 000 0 0 





Appendix 4.1. (cont.) 
Myrcill cUllescells Berg 
Myrciu c"preu Kiaersk. 
Myrcitt gllittllellli~' (Aubl.) DC. 
Myrcia cf obtllsa (Schaer) Berg 
Myrcia rostrala DC. 
Myrcia cf. splendens (Sw.) DC. 
Myrcia sp. TMS 414 
MYRT ACEAE TMS 166 
Ocllillocosl/I/Is barrae Hall. r. 
Ouralea castaneaefolia Engl. 
Ollralea hexasperma (St. I iiI.) Benth. 
Ollralea art' speclabilis (Mart.) Engler 
Parkia plalycephala 13cnlh. 
PllysocalYlllllla scaberrillllllll Pohl 
Piplocurplw rOlundifolia (Less.) Baker 
Pisulliu cf. pSllmmopllilll Mart. 
PialhYlllelliu reliclliaia Bcnlh. 
Plalollia imigllis !\Iart. 
POllleria ramij70ra (Marl.) Rmllk. 
POllteria lorla (i\lart.) nadlk. 
Prolilllll heplaphylllllll (Aubl.) E. K. Marchal 
Psc/illobol1lbax IOllgij10fllnl (!\Iart. & Zucc) nobyns 
1'5i"/1II1l lIIyrsilloides Berg 
l'leruilull elllorgillailis Iklllh 
Qllalea g,wulij7u/'(/ 1\1 an. 
Qllalea 1II11/1i}7um Marl 
QII"Ieu parl'ij7u/'(/ Mart. 
RUIII'U/jill pelllllpltyllll Ducl;t 
HUllpaia IIIUIllww Aubl 
HUI/rea /l/(llIiIl 1'1 anch 
TI T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 TIO Til TI2 Tl3 Tl4 TIS TI6 Tl7 Tl8 Tl9 1'20 1'21 T22 T23 '124 ns '126 
o 000 0 0 0 0 0 000 
I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
o 000 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
o 000 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
I 000 0 0 0 0 0 I 
o 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 000 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 000 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
100 101 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
000 I 00000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 10000 I 
o 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 001 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 I I 0 I 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
o 0 0 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 
00000 0 I 000 0 0 0 0 
000 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 000 0 I 0 0 0 0 
I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 
100000 I 0 I I 
000 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000 I I I 
00000 0 I 0 0 0 0 
000 0 I 0 000 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 100 0 000 0 0 
o I I 0 0 I 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
010 0 0 001 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 () () () () () 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
() 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 () 
o 0 0 0 0 () () () 0 I () 
000 I I 0 () () 
o 0 0 0 000 0 () () 
I I 0 I I 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I 0 0 0 (J U () () () 
o 0 0 (J (J () () () () () () () 
o 
AppeneJlX 4.1. (cont.) 
Rlldgea eri%ha Benth. 
Sa/ada crassijo/ia (MarL) Peyr. 
Sa/verlia convallariodora A. St.-Hi!. 
Sap;IIm Sil. 
ScI<!r%bil/ll/ Ullr':lIl1l (lul.) B~1l111 
Scler%billtll panicll/aLIIIII Vogel 
Simarollba alllara Aubl. 
Simarollba }'ersicolor A. St.-IIi!. 
Strychllos pselllloqllillu A. St.-IIil. 
Stryphllodendron coriacellm 13cnlh. 
Stryphnodelldron obovatlllll Iknlh. 
Stryplwllelldroll sp. 
Sryraxjerrugillells Nees & Mart. 
Swartziu sr. 
Syagrus cOfllosa (Mart.) Mart. 
Symplocos gllitlllellsis Gilrke 
Tabebllia aI/rea Benth. & Ilook. 
Tabebllla oehmcea (Cham.) Slalllli. 
Tupiriru gllillllel/sil' ..\ ubI. 
Tucuyetlajurlllo:>a (Cham & Schild!) Schum. 
TfllllilliC/';u rlwifoliu Willt!. 
,'uwireu /ll(Icroearpa (lklllh)Ducke 
Vi/ex d. sc/wtl/bllrgJ.iullll Schau. 
/'ochy:>ia O/II/(//I/ofllea I'uhl 
"oehy:>w gralldls Marl. var. lIul/pel/sis (Spruce) Warm 
"uchplCl all /ehlllwlllil Ilia 
/"uch)'J/(/I"III(/ (\prcllg.) Marl. 
Xy/o{Jw urulIlC/llca l.am 
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() () () 
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N 
Appendix 4.2. List of specimens collected during this study. TMS = T. M. Sanaiotti and R = 1. A. Ratter.Herbarium symbols follow the international code. 




Anacardilllll cf gigantelllll Ilanc. ex. Eng!. 




Annolla coriacea Mart. 
AIlt/ul/a crassijlora Mart. 
AIII/ulla jahnii Saff. 
DlIglletia sp. 
DlIglle/ia cf. lepiuu/a (Miq.) PlIile 
(ilwl/eria cf. lIIa),pllrensis Kunlh 
Gllul/aiu cf. pohiiallu Schlldl. 
APOCYNACEAE 
Aspiuu;perll1a macrocarpon Mart. 
.-/spulusper/lla cf. mlli/Ulonlill A. DC. 
Camipa saVWl/lartlll1 Kubitzki 
f/ut/cunlla speciosa Gomez 
l/illw/ulI/llIIsjaliax (Mlili Arg.) Plume! comb. nov. 
111/110/(111/1111.1' cf. ubulla/lls (Mull. Arg.) Woods. 
flIlI/U/IlIl/IIIIS semllulIlI/IlS Markgraf 
llnoplllm'JI<I /eS.lIIIWllli, MaIkgraf 







































INPA, UB, E 
UB,E,K 
UU, E, K 
INPA,E 
INPA, MPEG, E 
UB,E, K 
INPA,E 





INPA, Uil, E 




INPA, ~'lPEG, E 
INPA, UB, E 
INPA, UB, MPEG, E 




























150 km Transamazonica, 54 kill to Bodoc6 
150 kill Transamazonica, 15 kill 10 Uodoc6 
10 kill N SUflUIlU River 
18.5 km N of bridge Cauame River 
2 kill S Pedra Caida 10 Carolina 
Close to Rio Lajes, althe new club 
2 kill S PeJra Caida to Carolina 
BR 174, side road S SUfLIlllll River 
18 km S Humaita 
150 km 51: I 11I1l1aita, about 30 kill III Boduu) 
19 kill I> of Bodo(;6 to Igarapc I'n.:lll 
APA Curiall, 21 ken N Macapa 
Appe/ldix -4.2. (conI.) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged Ilumbers 
ARALIACEAE 
Didymopanux cf. dislraclij1orul1l Harms TMS307 INPA,E 4 150 kill SE Ilulllaila, 80 kill to Bodoc6 
? Didymopanax uliarityensis Hoehne TMS469 INPA 5(17) 
DidYlllopanux sp. TMS287c E 4 22 km L of 8,?doc6 10 Igarape Preto 
DidYlllopallux sp. TMS405 E 5(16) 
ASCLEPIADACEAE 
Blepharodon biclIspidallllll FOllfll. TMS540 INPA 2 Peninsula in front of Aller do Chilo 
81GNONIACEAE 
(Judlllunia aesclI/ifolia (Kulllh) StandI. TMS238 E 3(8) 
Jacarallda brasiliurw I'ers. R 6683 U8,E,K 7 10 kill N of Pedra Caida (MA) 
TMS26I INPA,E 3 40 km NE Boa Vista to Passarilo 
Tabebllia ochacea (Cham.) StandI. R6743 UB 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
TMS204 INPA, E 4 ISO kill Trasamazonica, 90 km to Bodo~6 
0 
Tabebl/ia aI/rea Iknlh. & Hook. TMS205 INPA, E 4 150 kill Trasamazonica, 90 kill to 80doc6 
v) TMS441 INPA,E 5(18) 
TMS447 INPA, E 5(16) 
TMS468 E 5(17) 
UOMBACACEAE 
Eriolhec.:a gracilipes (K.Schum.) A. Robyns TMS413 INPA, E 5(16) 
BORAG1NACEAE 
Cordia Iriciloluillu (Vdl.) Arrallb. ex Steud. R 6767 UB,E,K 7 Close to Rio Lajes, at the new club 
BURSERACEAE 
J"rullilllckia rhuifoliu Willd. TMS252 INPA, MPEG, E 3 18 kill East of bridge Branco River 
TMS267 INPA,E 3 45 km S Boa Vista to Mucajai 
CACTACEAE 
Cereus hexugutllls (t.) Milkr TMS223 lNPA, E 3 2 kill N Parimc River 
TMS256 lNPA,E 3 '-10 kill NE Boa Vista to Pass mao 
CAR}'()('ARACE.-J £ 
(·iI/)'oear bmstlicl/.\e Camhess. TMS4l9 INPA, E 5(16) 
TMS472 E 5 BlUM [0 Porto Vclho, Skill cro,sing MTl70 
Appendix 4.2. (cont.) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
CELASTRACEAE 
? Salacia crassifolia (Mart.) Peyr R 6751v UB 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
CIIRYSOBALANACEAE 
COllepia paraensis (Mart. & Zucc.) Benlh. 
ssp. cerradoana Prance R6686 UB,E,K 7(23) 
flir/ella ciliata Mart. ex Zucco R6776 UB,E,K 7 Fazenda Braganca 
fiirlella giandillosa Spreng. TMS200 INPA,E 4(12) 
Licania hllmilis Cham. & Schlecht. TMS403 E 5(16) 
TMS442a E,K 5(18) 
COCIILOSPERMACEAE 
Coch/ospermllnl orinocense R679I UB,E,K 7 20 kill N of Carolina 
COMBRET ACEAE 
Bllchenavia capilata (Vahl) Eichl. TMS3I2 4(12) 
::> Bllchenavia tomen/osa Eichl. R 6761v UB, E 7 Between Carolina and Estreito ~ 
R6763 U13, E, K 7 Close to Rio Lajcs al PousaJa l.ajes 
TMS407 E 5( 16) 
TMS420 INPA, UB, E 5(17) 
TMS427 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 5(17) 
('Oll/bre/11111 dllarteanlll1l Camb. R6760 US,E,K 7 Between Carolina allli ESlreito 
COII/bre/t/III /eprosllllt Mart. R6770 US,E, K 7 Close 10 Rio Lajes, at the new club 
Terlllinaliajagijo/ia Mart. & Zucco R 6704v UB,E 7 2 km S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
CWvlPOSITAE 
Erelllall/lltls d. rOlldoniensis MacLeish & Schumacher TMS470 INPA,E 5(17) 
i'ip/ocarp/ta rO/tllulijolia (Less.) Baker TMS4I6 INPA, UB, E 5(16) 
CUNNARACEAE 
? ('OIlI/WtlS j£IVOStlS TMS265 INPA, US, E 3 47 kill NE Boa Visla 10 l'assar<1o 
('Olll/urtlS .wberostls Planchon R6699 US, E 7(23) 
TMS305 E 4(12) 
TMS415 INPA, UU, E 5( 16) 
!<uun:(/ gru:iOurdj'w!U Baill. vaf. grosotlrdj'ullu TMS247 INPA, E 3 18.5 kill N of briJgL: Callam~ l<ivt:r 
Appendix 4.2. (cont.) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
CYPERACEAE 
Bulbostylis paradoxa (Spreng.) Lindm. TMSI70 INPA, E 6(22) 
Bllibostyis lanata C.B. Clarke TMS292 INPA, E 4(14) 
LagenocarplIs sp. TMS456 fNPA, E 5(16) 
D1LLENIACEAE 
DoliocarplIs aff. ellipticus Sprague & Williams R 6707 UB,E,K 7 2 kill S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
Davilla elliptica Sl.lIil TMS406 INPA, MPEG, E 5(16) 
EBENACEAE 
Diospyros hispida A. DC. R6714 UB,E,K 7 2 kill S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
TMS411 INPA, E 5(16) 
TMS435 INPA, UB, E 5(1 H) 
Diospyros sericea DC. R 6706 UB,E 7 
ERIOCA ULACEAE 
0 
Paepalanthlls sp. R6755 UB,E,K 7 Top of Serra da Ma(kira 
v, Paepalantlllls sp. R6772 UB,E 7(23) 
Paepalanthlls sp. TMS295 INPA 4(14) 
[R YTIIROXYLACEAE 
ErYlhroxyllllll eilri/u/itllll Sl. lIil. TMS538 INPA,E 2 Peninsula ill front of AIll:r do Chao 
t:,ylhroxY/lIIl1 cf. decid/l/lll/ Sl. lIil. TMS296 INPA, E 4 150 kill SE I I lIIllilil<i, 61.5 kill to Bodoc6 
TMS479 E 5 BR364 to Porto Velho, 8 kill crossing J\.1T 170 
Erythroxylum sllberosum Sl. lIil R 6748v UB, E,K 7(26) 
Erythroxylllln cf.. vernieoslIIll O. E. Schult. TMS228 INPA,E 3 BR 174, side road S SurUllIu River 
ElJPllORBIACEAE 
1Ii1llcurl//(J spcciusa GOllleL TMSI94 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 4(12) 
Jalruplwe//iplicu (I'ohl) M Arg. R6693 UB,E, K 7(23) 
Mabeu ,p R 6735 UB, E, K 7(26) 
TMS288 INPA, MPEG, E 4( 14) 
Millliliul ~p R6724 7(25) 
Pera cf bieu/ur (KllJlLScli) 1\1Lill Arg. TMS213 INPA, lJl3, E 3 10 kill N SUrUl1111 River 
SUP//l1I/ ,p TMS301 INPA, E 4(12) 
Appendix 4.2. (cont:) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
FLACOURTIACEAE 
Casearia sylvestris Swartz R6718 VB,E,K 7(24) 
TMS208 INPA, VB, E 4 150 km Transamazonica, 90 km to Bodoc6 
Casearia cf. unifolia Vahl ex Vent. TMS245 INPA, E 3 18.5 km N of bridge Cauame River 
Ryania speciosa Vahl TMS539 INPA, E 2 Peninsula in front of Alter do Chilo 
GENTIANACEAE 
Symphyllophyton caprifolioides Gilg R6742 VB,E,K 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
Schultesia angustifolia Griseb. TMS231 INPA, VB, E 3 l1km S Surumu River 
GUTTIFERAE 
Kielmeyera coriacea Mart. TMS303 INPA, E 4(12) 
TMS429 INPA, E 5(17) 
TMS432 INPA, E 5(18) 
Kielmeyera lathrophyton Saddi TMS163 INPA, UB, E 6(19) 
0 Kielmeyera rubriflora Cambess. TMS430 INPA, UB,E 5(17) 
0\ 
Platonia insignis Mart. R 6685v UB,E,K 7(23) 
R 6696a UB,E 7(23) 
R6747v UB,E 7(26) 
Vismia sp. R 6745v UB,E 7(26) 
HIPPOCRA TEACEAE 
Salacia sp. TMS451 UB 5(16) 
HUMIRIACEAE 
Sacoglottis matogrossensis Malme R6700 UB,E,K 7 2 km S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
ICACINACEAE 
Emmotum nitens (Benth.) Miers R6725 7(3) 
TMS192 INP A, UB, MPEG, E 4(12) 
TMS426 INP A, UB, MPEG, E 5(17) 
IXONANTHACEAE 
Ochlhocosmlls barrae Hall. f. TMS275 INPA, E 4(14) 
Appendix 4.2. (cont.) 
Collecting I krbariulll Sitt: (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
LABIATAE 
lfyp/is rubicunda Pohl ex Benth. R6737 UB,E,K 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
f/}p/is sllaveolens (L.) Poit. R6759 UB,E,K 7 Between Carolina and Estreito 
LECYTHIDACEAE 
Cariniana domes/ica (Mart.) Miers R6787 UB,E,K 7 20 kill N of Carolina, back roads 
Eschll'eilera nana (Berg) Miers TMS427a,464 INPA, UB, E 5(17) 
TMS464 INPA, UB, MPEG 5( 17) 
LEGUMINOSAE 
ACOSlllillfll sleyermarkii Stirton TMS224 INPA, UB, E 3 BR174, silk road S Surulllu river 
Acosmilllll cf. IIi/ens (Vug.) YakovL TMS263 INPA, E 3 47 kill NE Boa Vista tu Passarao 
Al/uclelU./fIlhera peregrina (L.) Speg. var. peregrina TMS255 INPA, UB, E 3 40 kill NE Boa Vista to Passarao 
Andira cordata Arroyo ex R. T. Pennington & H. C. Lima R6716 UB, E,K 7(24) 
Andira slIrillamensis(Bundl.) Splilz. ex Pulle TMS209 INPA,E 150 km Transamazonica, 90 kill to UuJoc6 
0 TMS222 INI'A, E 3 13 kill N Cuuaru<luu River 
-.....) 
AI/dira \·t!rIll(/ilgU (Marl.) Bt:ntham R 6729v UU, E,K 7(25) 
TMS449 E 5(16) 
TMS460 INPA 5( 17) 
AI/d,ra cr vermifllga (MarL) Bentham TMS287 INPA, E 4 22 kill L of Budoc() tu Igarape Pn.:to 
TMS461 E 5(17) 
BalliIiniu atT. IIi/ida Bt:nlhal11 TMSI97 INPA 4(12) 
lJullhinia hu/ojJhylla (Bungard) Steudel TMS466 INPA 5(17) 
/Juuhllliu dubla G. Don R 6727v UB, E 7(25) 
R 6783 UB, E,K 7 Fazenda Braganca 
/Juuhil/iu ul/gu/ala L. agg. R 6757 UB, E,K 7 Between Carolina and Estn.:ito 
lJo\l'(!tchia vlrgilwules KlIlllh TMS182 INPA,E 4 150 kill TransalllaLOllica, 54 kill to Bodoc6 
TMS310 INPA, UU, MPEG, lJEC, E 4 150 kill Transal11aLullica, SO kill to llodod) 
TMS465 E 5(17) 
CWllp/osellw corwcelllll Lkllth. R6717 UB, E, K 7(24) 
(,''ssw IIIUSc!W/U KlIllth TMS260 INPA, UB, E 3 40 kill NE BO<l Vista tu I'<lssado 
Appendix -4.2. (cont.) 
Collecting Herbarium Silt: (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
Copaifera martii I-layne R6703 UB,E,K 7 2 km S PEdra Caida to Carolina 
R 6733 UB,E,K 7(25) 
R 6726v UB,E 7(25) 
R6775 UB, E,K 7 Fazenda Braganca 
Copaiferu pllbijlora Bwlh. TMS258 INPA, UB, E 3 40 km NE Boa Vista to Passarao 
Dimorphandra gardlleriww luI. R6692 UB,E,K 7(23) 
Oilllorpi/(Illdru sp. R 6687 UB, E 7(23) 
Dilllorphalldru lIIollis Belllh. TMS408 INPA, UB, MEG, E 5(16) 
Dioc/ea sp. R6721 UB,E 7(24) 
Viae/ea la/i/ullll Iknlh. R 6750 UB, E, K 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
Dipytchandra aurall/iaw Tul. subsp. allrantiaca TMS409 INPA, UB, MPEG,UEC, E, K 5(16) 
Hymenaea stignacarpa Mart. var. pubescens Benth. R6779 UB,E,K 7 Fazenda Braganca 
Indigo/era lespedezioides Kunlh TMS233 INPA, E 3 11 kill S Slirumll River 
0 Illga ingoides (Rich.) Willd. R6789 UB,E,K 7 20 km N of Carolina, back roads 00 
A!ac!weriulII sp. TMS237 INPA, E 3(8) 
Macrap/iliulII gracile (Poepp. ex Benth.) Urban TMS229 INPA, E 3 II kill S SlIruJl1l1 River 
A!arliodelldrol1 mediterranellm (Mart. ex 13enlh.) Koeppen R 6765, R6766 UB, E, K 7 Close 10 Rio Lajes, at Ihe new club 
Mimosa calliandroides Hoehne TMS220 INPA, UB 3 10 kill N Surumu River 
Parkia plat)'ceplwla 13enlh. R6682 UB,E, K 7 15 kill N of Colina (GO) 
/'w·kia ulei (ilarms) Kuhlmann var. IIlei TMS286 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 4 24 kill L of Bodoc6 to Igarapt: Pn:IO 
Peltogyne palliculala Benlh. sllbsp. pllbescens (Benth.) 
M. F. da Silva TMS210 INPA,E 3 10km N Surumll River 
I'lathYlllellia reliculata lknlh. TMS308 INPA, UB, E 4 150 kill SE IlulH<lila. 80 kill tu Buduen 
R6732 UB, E, K 7(26) 
TMSI88 INPA, E 4(12) 
TMS203 INI'A, E .:I 150 kill Twsamazunic<l. 90 kill to BudllCl) 
TMS423 INPA 5(17) 
TMS.:I48 INPA 5( 16) 
j'teruc/ull ell/(/rgill(/tus Vog. R6773 UB, E, K 7 Close to lmnsect I 
TMS478 INPA, UB, E 5 13R364 III Purto Vdho, 8klll cros,illg 1\ II 17U 
Appendix 4.2. (cont.) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outsid.: Transects 
number lodged numbers 
Stryphnodendron coriacellm Benth. R 6713v UB,E,K 7(23) 
Stryphnodendron obovatlllll Benth. R6732 UB,E,K 7(26) 
Stryphnodendron sp. TMSI87 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 4(12) 
Stryphnodendron sp. TMS450 E 5(16) 
SlI'artziafiaemingii Raddi R 6786 UB,E,K 7 15 km N of CArolina, back roads 
Swartzia sp. TMS217 INPA, E 3 10 km N SurUlllll River 
SlI'artzia sp. TMS243 INPA, K 3 18.5 km N of bridge Caume River 
.)'lI'artzia sp. TMS257 lNPA, UB, E 3 40 km NE Boa Vista to Passanlo 
I'igl/ajimllla(lknth.) Marechal, Mascherpa Sterinier R674l UB, E, K 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
LOGANIACEAE 
AI/tonia ovata Pohl R6709 UB, E,K 7 2 kill S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
TMS246 INPA, UB, E 3 18.5km N of bridge Cauame River 
lJol/)'lIllia antol/ii/ulia I'rogd TMS207 INPA, E 4 150km Trasamazonica, l)Okm to Uodoc6 
0 TMS480,481 
-.c 
INPA, E 4 . 150 km SE Il1Imailil, 30 kill 10 Bodoco 
TMS482 INPA, E 4( 14) 
SII),chllos pselldoqllinu A. St.-Hit. R 6753v UB, E 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
TMS437 INPA, UB, E 5(18) 
L YTIIRACEAE 
l.uj(lensia villidellwilu Cham. & Schltdt. R 6736 UB, E, K 7(26) 
Lujue/lSia pucari A. St.- Ilit. TMSI96 INPA, UB, E 4(12) 
TMS453 E 5(16) 
Ph)'suca/YIIII/lil scaberrilllllll/ Pohl TMS206 lNPA, E 4 150 km Transal1l<lLonica, 90 1-.111 to Hodoell 
MAU'IGIlll\( TAt: 
lJulHslertupsis sp. TMS 227 lNPA, UB, E BR174, side road S SUrllll111 River 
lJ),rsUlIlIII(i '11 R 6702 UB, E, K 7 21-.111 S I\:dra ('aida to ('<Irolilla 
U)'I'SUl/IlI/iJ sp. R6740 UB,E, K 7 Top 01 Serra da Madeira 
Appendix -t.2. (cont) 
Collecling I krbariullI Site (Transect) Localion oUlside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
Byrsonima cydoniifolia DC. TMS236 INPA, E 3(8) 
TMS254 INPA, UB, E 3 30 kill NE Boa Visla to Passarao 
TMS302 E 4(12) 
TMS319,320 INPA, E 4 150 kill SE Ilumaila, liD kill 10 Bouoc6 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia Kunlh TMS42 I INPA, E 5(17) 
TMS458 INPA,E 5(17) 
8),rsonima cf. crassi/ulia (L.) KUlllh. TMSI99 INPA, MPEG, E 4(12) 
TMS273 INPA,MPEG, E 4 5klll S Bodoc6 
TMS304 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 4(12) 
TMS425,428 INPA, UB, E 5(17) 
Byrsonima cf. eriopoda DC. TMSI76 INPA, E 4 18 kill S Humaila 
TMS318 INPA, UB, E 4 150 kill SE Humaita, about 50 kill to Uodoc6 
0 Byrsonima atr illtermedia Adf. Juss. R 6778v UB,E,K ' Fazenda Braganca 
TMS234 INPA, UB, E 3(8) 
TMS262 E 3 47 kill NE Boa Vista 10 Passarao 
? i3yrsonillla sericea DC TMSI77 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 4 18 kill S HlIlllaita 
Byrsonima verbascifolia (L.) Rich, TMS235 INPA, UB, E 3(8) 
TMS438 INPA, UB, E 5(18) 
TMS452 INPA, E 5(16) 
i3yrsullilllu spicata (Cav.) DC. TMS268 E 3 45 kill S Boa Vista 10 Mlicajai 
lIeleropterys byr;;ollilllifolia Adf. Juss. R 6752v UB,E 7 Top of Serra da Maddra 
retraptelYs discolor (G F, W. Meyer) DC. R6771 UB,E,K 7 Close 10 Rio Lajes, allhe new club 
t\IALVACEAE 
lIibisclIsfllscellullt/;; Desr. TMS287a INPA 4 22 kill Lor Bodoe6 to Igarapt! Prelo 
MARCnRA VIACEAE 
.""'oral/lea cf. gllial/el/sis Aubl. TMS201 INPA, UB, MPEn, E 4(12) 
MEI.ASroMA'IACEAE 
Hellllclil (lclila/a Pilger TMSI74 INPA, UU, GOE, E 4 18 kill South Ilulllait{l 
;\(aCiJlreu thyrsij70w ()(. sensu Renller TMS280 INPA, E 4(14) 
Appendix ~.2. (COllt) 
Collecting Herbarium Sile (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
Miconia ciliata (Rich.) DC. TMS272 INPA, E 4 5km S Bodoc6 
Miconiajerrllginala DC. R 6754v UB, E 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
TMS467 INPA, E 5(17} 
Miconia rllbiginosa (BonpJ.) DC. TMS266 INPA, UB, E 3 45 km S Boa Vista 10 Mucajai 
TMS 289 INPA, UB, E 4(14} 
TMS424 INPA, E 5(17} 
TMS462 INPA,E 5(17} 
A/ollriri elliplica Mart. R6698 UB,E,K 7(23} 
TMS412 INPA,E 5(16} 
Mowiri plIsa Gardner R6694 UB,E,K 7(23} 
Tibollchina sp. TMS274 INPA, MPEG, E 4 5km S Bodoc6 
Tococa nilens (Benth.) Triana TMS270 INPA, MPEG, E 4 5km S Bodoc6 
R 6715 7(24} 
MORACEAL 
BrosilllWII galldichalldii Trec. TMS311 INPA, E 4 150 kill Se HUlllaita, 80 kill to Bodoc6 
MYRISTICACEAE 
"iro/a sllbsessi/is (lknlh.) Warb. TMS443 INPA,E 5(18} 
MYRTACEAE 
L'lIgellia piallhiensis Berg R 6730v UB,E 7(25) 
LlIg':lIia plilliet/ulill Kunlh nc. TMS436 UB 5(1!!) 
Myrcia d callescellS Berg R 6712 UB,E 7 2 kill S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
R6728v UB, E 7(25) 
,I/yr('/(/ d S/'/.: 1111.: liS (SW.) DC TMSI69 INPA,E 6(22) 
Aiyrcia glliUII':IISis (A ubI.) DC. TMSI60 INPA,UB,E 7(24) 
,I/),rcia cf ublllsa (Sdwuer) Ikrg TMS516,517 INPA,UB.E 2 Peninsula in liunl uf Aller u() Cha() 
,1/yrclLl cf ~)'lvaIlC£l (Mey.) DC. TMSI71 INPA,UB,E,GOE 4 14 kill SW Ilulllaila 
ilfrrclLl '11 TMSI66 INPA,UB,E 6(22) 
TMS414 UB.E 5(16) 
TMS47 I E 5(17) 
TMS474 E 5 BIU64 10 Purto Vdho, 8 kill cru,sillg 1\11170 
R 6781v UB, E, K 7 Fazenda Braganca 
Appendix -'.2. (conI.) 
Collecting Herbarium Sile (Transecl) Location oUlside Transecls 
number lodged numbers 
Psidilll/l I/lllltijlorlllll Camb. TMS444 INPA,UB,E 5(18) 
Psidilllll myrsinoides Berg R6777 UB,E,K 7 Fazenda Braganca 
TMS239 UB,E 3(98) 
NYCTAGINACEAE 
Pisonia cf psammophila Mart. TMS442 E 5(18) 
OCiINACEAE 
Ollratea affjieldingiana (Gardner) Engler TMS226 INPA,E 3 BR 174, side road S Surumu River 
Ollratea all hexasperllla (S1. HiL) Benth. TMS298 INPA,E 4 I SO km SE Humailli, 63 .5klll 10 Bodoc6 
Ollratea alf. immdata Spruce TMS282 INPA, MPEG, E 4(14) 
Ourulea spectabilis (Mart.) Engler TMS418 INPA,E 5(16) 
I.) 
Ollratea all. sllperba Engl. TMS297 INPA, UB, E -1 150 kill SE 1I11ll1aita, 61.5km 10 Bodoc6 
Ollratea sp. TMS459 INPA 5(17) 
OLACACEAE 
Cath..:dra aClIlllinata (Senth.) Miers TMS277 INPA,E 4(14) 
Cathedra paraensis II. SleUI11t:r R 6782, R 6784 UB, E, K Fazenda Braganca 
ehaul/uellilun kappleri (Sagot ex Engl.) Ducke. R 6695, R 6696 UB,E,K 7(23) 
lIeisteria cf. aClIminata (Humboldt & Bonpland) Engler TMSI93 INPA, E 4(12) 
Ift:isteria ova/a Iknlh. TMS299 INPA, UB, E -1 150 kill SE 1I11maila, 63.5kmlo BodocD 
OPll.IACEAE 
Agol/al/dm brasiliensis Miers TMS264 INPA, E 3 47km N E Boa Visla 10 l'assarao 
TMS300 INPA, E 4(12) 
PALMAE 
.·/slrucwYIIIII call1pestre 1\1arl. R6722 UB, E, K 7(25) 
Syagl'l/s cumosa Marl. R6738 UB, E, K 7 Top or Serra da Madeira 
S),ugrlls petraea (Marl) Hecc. TMS454 INPA, E, K 5(16) 
POACEAE 
.·lelll/ueludulII wrticlilatulII (Nees) McClure ex Soders. TMS315 INI'A, E 4 I SO kill SE IlulI1aila. IS hill 10 ButiudJ 
./lIdrujJugulljUscIUlus Sw TMS241 INPA, E 3(8) 
.\ppcllui-l. 4.2. (COllI.) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outside Transt!cts 
number lodged numbers 
LeplocO/yphill1ll lanatlllll (Kunth) Nees TMS291 INPA 4(14) 
Paspa/1I11l lanciflorlllll Trill. TMS22 I INPA, E 3 10 km N Surutllu River 
Paspa/1I11l setig/llme Chase TMS293 INPA, E 4(14) 
Streptostachys ramosa Zuloaga & Soderstrom TMS455 INPA, UU, E 5(16) 
rruch)pogofl spicatlls (L. f.) Kuntze TMS240 INPA, E 3(98) 
TMS242 INPA 3 18.5 km N of bridge Cuuamc River 
lJlrasya petrosa (Trill.) Chase TMS230 INPA, UB, E 3 II km S Surumu River 
I'IUHEACEAE 
ROllpa/a ilion tUlia Aubl. TMS276 INPA, E 3(14) 
RUBIACEAE 
Ailber'iu edllils (LC Rich.) A. Rich. ex DC. R 6762 UB,E,K 7 Between Carolina and Estn:ito 
TMSI72 INPA, UB, E 4 14 km SW HUlllaita 
1...0) 
Chumeliu brasiliulla A. Rich. R 6749v UU, E, K 7 Top of St!rra da Madeira 
ChulI/e/ia parviflora (Mllii. Arg.) MUll. Arg. R 6756v UB,E,K 7 Top of St!rra da Madeira 
R 6758 UB,E, K 7 Between Carolina and ESlft!ito 
Ferdinandllsa ova/is Pohl R 6705 UB,E,K 7 2 km S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
TMS463 INPA, E 5(17) 
/ser'iu purviJluru Vahl TMS211 INI'A, E 3 10 kill N Surll/llu River 
Murilldu tenllijlora (Benth.) Steyerm. TMS215,216 INPA, E 3 to km N Slirumll River 
Pu/iclJweu ngidu Kunlh TMS214 INPA, E 3 10 kill N SUnlIllll River 
TMS244 INPA, E 3 18.5 kill N of bridge Caulllc River 
/'U/lcuure£l IlIlidella (MUll. Arg.) Slandlt;y TMS271 INPA, E 4 5 km S Bodoc6 
Rlldgeu eri%ba Iknlh. TMSI67 INPA,E 6(22) 
Tucuyerw brmiliellsis Mart. TMSI75 INPA, UB, rVIPEG, E 4 18 km S Ilulllaitil 
Tucuyella neg/ecta N E. Brown TMS212 INPA, E 3 10 kIll N SUfll1ll1l River 
RlJTACEAt: 
LUIlIIIUXY/1II1/ cuwbaelllll Lamarck TMS259 INPA,E 3 40 km NE Boa Vista 10 l'assau10 
SAI'OIACEAE 
('III)'sophylll/lI/ sp R6711 UB, E 7 2 kill S Pedra Caidu Lu Carolina 
Appendix -4.2. (cont.) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
MUllilkara (JII/a::ollica (lluber) Standley R6701 UB,E,K 7 2 km S Pedra Caida to Carolina 
POllteria ramiflora (Marl.) Radlk. R6684 UB,E 7(23) 
R6689 UB, E, K 7(23) 
TMSI80 INPA, UB, E 4 150 km Transamazonica,54 kill 10 BodocD 
TMS283 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 4(14) 
Pouteria torta (Mart.) Radlk. TMS309 INPA, E 4 150 km Transamazonica, 80 kill to BodocD 
SCHIZAEACEAE 
L.l'gudilllll mil/bile Sw: R 6790 UB,E,K 7 20 km N of Carolina 
SCROPIILJLARIACEAE 
Bllchnera paillstris (Aubl.) Spreng. TMS232 INPA, E 3 Ilkm S Surumu River 
+-
SIMAROUBACEAE 
Simaba glabra Engl. R6719 UB,E,K 7(24) 
SilllaruLlba amara Aubl. TMS306 INPA,E 4 150 km SE Humaita, 80 km 10 HodoCD 
SMILACACEAE 
Smilax irrorata Marl. ex Grisebach TMSI73 INPA,E 4 18 kIll S Humaila 
STERCULIACEAE 
Ilelicieres macropelala Auf. Juss. R6746 UB,E,K 7 Top of Serra da Madeira 
STYRACACEAE 
SlyraxjerrLlginelis Nees & Mart. TMS404 E 5(16) 
TILIACEAE 
Lllehea speciosa Willu. TMS249 INPA, UB, E 3 81 kill N of bridge Cauamc River 
VERBENACEAE 
Aeg/IJ/lI/U inlegr£folia (Jacq.) Jacks. TMS251 INI'A, UB, MI'EG, E 3 18 kill E uf bridge Branco River 
Aeg/phila all /hulzkyww Cham. TMS484 INPA, E APA Curial!, 21 kill N Macapa 
I 'tie l. scltol/lbl/rgkiww Schau, TMS269 INPA, MPEG, E 3(11 ) 
Appendix 4.2. (cont.) 
Collecting Herbarium Site (Transect) Location outside Transects 
number lodged numbers 
VOCHYSIACEAE 
Callisthene Jasciculata (Spreng.) Mart. R6764 UB,E,K 7 Close to Rio Lajes, at the new club 
TMS168 INPA, E 6(22) 
Qualea grandiflora Mart. TMS475,476 INP A, UB, MPEG, E 5 BR 364 to Porto Velho, 8 km crossing MT170 
Qualea multiflora Mart. TMS477 INPA, UB,E 5 BR 364 to Porto Velho, 8 km crossing MT170 
Qualea parviflora Mart. R6690 UB,E,K 7(23) 
TMS181 INPA, E 4 150 km Transamazonica, 54 km to Bodoc6 
TMS189,191 INP A, MPEG, E 4(12) 
TMS317 INPA 4 150 km Transamazonica, 80 km to Bodoc6 
TMS402 INPA, UB, E 5(16) 
TMS422 INPA, E 5(17) 
v. Salvertia convallariodora A. St.-Hi!. TMS179 INPA, E 4 14 km Southwest Humaita 
TMS198 INPA, E 4(12) 
Vochysia cinnamomea Pohl TMS400 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 5(16) 
Vochysia Jerruginea Mart. TMS285 INP A, UB, MPEG, E 4 8 km L ofBodoc6 to Igarape Preto 
Vochysia grandis Mart. var. uaupensis (Spruce) Warm. TMS190 INPA, UB, MPEG, E 4(12) 
Vochysia haenkeana Mart. R6785 UB,E,K 7 15 km N of Carolina, back roads 
Vochysia ruJa Mart. R6774 UB,E,K 7 Close to Transect 23 
TMS162 INPA, E 6(19) 
TMS440 INPA, E 5(18) 
Vochysia sessilifolia Warm. TMS279 INP A, MPEG, E 4(14) 
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ABSTRACT - A total of 61 tree and large shrub and 69 smaller species were recorded in 
11 surveys of savanna areas trom the south to the north of the state of Amapa. Quantitative 
phytosociologica! data were collected for four areas. Almost all the imponant woody 
species with high IVI values are of widespread distribucion and occur in the Central 
Brazilian cerrado vegetation. Two families of great importance in the tree nora of the 
cerrados, the Leguminosae and the Vochysiaceae, are very poody represented in the 
Amapa savannas, the tonner by two and the latter by only one species. In common with 
other Amazonian savannas, those of Amapa are t10ristically depauperate when compared to 
the core area of Brazilian cerrado vegetation. Soil samples collected in most of the sites 
surveyed had low pH and mineral availability. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In addition to the 2 million km2 of cerrado (tree savanna) that dominate the natural 
vegetation of Central Brazil, there are large disjunct patches of savanna across Amazonia. 
The Amazonian savannas are structurally similar to the cerrados, although they are often 
classified separately owing to the absence of certain characteristic cerrado species and their 
different soils and climate (Eiten 1978). Despite the growing number of published studies 
on these areas, much remains unclear as to their structure, species composition, and 
floristic links with other savanna areas, both within Brazil and in the adjoining countries of 
Venezuela, Colombia, Surinam and Guyana. 
Amapa has 11,000 km2 of isolated savanna limited to a long strip stretching in a NE 
direction along most of the state and a number of important studies on this vegetation have 
been undertaken (Magnanini 1952; Azevedo 1967; Ledoux 1968, 1969; RADAlVI 1974; 
Ab'Saber 1982). Azevedo (1967), for example, found a gradient of savanna formations in 
the state, from cerrado-type savannas to treeless campos and seasonal swamps dominated 
by tall grasses and sedges, with similar formations occuring on Maraj6 Island (Bastos 
1984). 
The present work is devoted to a floristic study of the savannas of the state of Amapa 
and seeks to describe their structure and composition and to investigate their links with 
other savanna areas. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA 
Amapa is the most north-easterly state of Brazil and covers an area of 136,450 km1 . It 
is bounded to the NE by the Atlantic Ocean and SE by the Rio Punazonas, and shares its 
northernmost frontier with French Guiana. To the SW, the Rio Jari delimits its border with 
the state of Para. 
The climate is tropical and maritime with high temperatures all year round and is 
classified as Koppen's Punw' of the tropical rain climate (Eidt 1968). The mean annual 
temperature is 26°C, with the mean annual rainfall ranging between 2321 nun and 3250 
nun. There is a short dry season of two to three months duration between August and 
October which is most pronounced in the southern half of the state (IRDA/IBGE 1966). 
RADAM (1974) recognises three distinct ecological regions in Punapa. These are 
defined as closed forest (105,000 km2), savanna (11,000 km2) and coastal fonnations, 
consisting principally of mangrove, vcirzea (seasonally inundated forest) and flooded 
grasslands (20,000 km2). The vegetation pattern reflects the geology of the state which is 
underlain in its entirety by the ancient Guyanan shield, with Tertiary and Quaternary 
deposits present on its eastern coastal border (Fonnac;ao Barreiras). The savanna soils, as 
defined by RADAiVi, are principally dystrophic yellow latosols (orthox, Sanches 1976). 
Until 15 vears acro the savannas were relatively well-preserved, despite the long 
.. :;:, 
history of colonization of the state. However, in recent years urbanisation, agricultural 
expansion and especially the establishment of forestry plantations, mainly of Pinus 
carihaea (McDonald & Fernandes 1984), have rapidly reduced the area of unmodified 
savanna. We estimate from existing maps that at least 30% of the savanna area has been 
altered to date. 
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Between July 1993 and j\;Iarch 1994, we visited 11 areas of savanna in the localities 
listed below which cover a wide range of the latitudinal distribution of this vegetation 
within the state (Figure 1): 
ill APA do Curiau (Environmentally Protected Unit), 9 km N de Macapa (00002'N, 
51°03'W) 
ill 27 km N of Macapa (00014'N, 51°06'W) 
ill. EMBRAPA-CPAF station (The National Agricultural Research Agency, Centre for 
Agroforestry Research of Am ap a) , 45 kIn N of Macapa (00"25'N, 51°17'W) 
@ Opposite the entrance to EMBRAPA-CPAF station, 45 km N of Macapa (00025'N, 
51°17'W) 
L5) Nfinistry of Defence area, 53 km N oflVfacapa (00"27'N, 51°05'W) 
(Q.l Gleba Pedreira - AMCEL (Amapa Celulose S.A.), 78 km N of Macapa (00040'N, 
51°45'W) 
ill 113-114 km N ofj\;facapa (00046'N, 51°18'W) 
(B) 4 km N of Ferreira Gomes bridge (000S4'N, 51°11'W) 
L2l SO km S ofTartarugalzinho (01009'N, 51°02'W) 
am 5 km S ofTartarugalzinho (01°40'N, SooSO'W) 
!l.ll 5 km S of Cal90ene (02°28'N, 50oS9'W). 
RAD AM (1974) classified sites 1 to 10 as tree savannas (cerrado parque) and site 11 
as isolated grassland (campo cerrado/cerrado parque). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Floristic surveys were made at all sites by general observation and collecting, special 
attention being given to the woody species. Voucher specimens are lodged in the herbaria 
of the Centro Zoobotaruco of Macapa (HANlAB), the Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da 
Amazonia (INPA), the University of Brasilia, DF (UB), and the Royal Botanic Garden 
Edinburgh, Scotland (E). General observations were made at the sites of quantitative 
surveys, at random stops along the roads and occasionally near forest/savanna boundaries. 
Quantitative data for the woody plant component were collected at four sites: 4, 6, 8 
and 9. The Point-Centred Quarter method (PCQ), as described by Mueller-Dombois & 
Ellenberg (1974), was used where the average height of the woody vegetation was in 
excess of 2 m. Twenty points were used for each transect (sites 4 and 8). Quadrats of 20 m 
x 50 m were used when the vegetation was lower than 2 m or when its open nature made 
the PCQ method inappropriate (two quadrats for site 6 and three quadrats for site 9). Both 
methods were applied in areas at lest 200 m away from the nearest forest, to avoid 
inclusion of any forest species, and following the topography to avoid vegetation 
grandients. 
In all surveys, species, height, and diameter at 1.3 m (breast height) above ground 
level were recorded for all individuals with a diameter ~ 5 cm and ~ 10 cm. Where trunks 
divided below 1.3 m the diameter of all branches at this height were recorded. The 
diameter of inclined trees was measured at 1.3 m from the base along the line of the trunk. 
The number of individuals, relative density, relative frequency, basal area (calculated either 
from single trunk or multiple branches), relative dominance and importance value index 
(rVI = ReI. dens. + ReI. dam. + ReI. freq.) were calculated for each species using the 
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FITOPAC program, package version 2.0 (G. Shepherd, unpublished, University of 
Campinas, SP, Brazil). 
In each of the study areas where quantitative data of vegetation were collected, 
between two and five randomly selected samples of soil were collected from 0-10 cm 
depth. A single soil sample was taken where only floristic surveys were undertaken. 
Chemical and granulometric analyses of these samples were carried out at EMBRAPA-
CP AC (The National Agricultural Research Agency, Centre for Agricultural Research of 
the Cerrado). 
Two multivariate analyses were used in order to seek latitudinal patterns in the structure 
and distribution of the vegetation, and the soil types. However, the conclusions from these 
analyses are of limited value since there was no replication of samples at each latitude. 
The soil information of seven sites was analysed by Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA), using the correlation option in the CANOCO Program Version 3.1 (ter Braak 1988), 
with all data log-transformed to reduce the variance. 
The floristic information (presence and absence of species) of all 11 study sites was 
analysed by TWlNSPAN (a divisive hierarchical classification by Two-Way Indicator Species 
Analysis) using the package VESPAN II (Malloch, 1988). Species occurring only on the 
forest border were excluded from the analyses. 
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RESULTS 
A list of all tree and large shrubs species recorded at the 11 survey localities is given 
in Table 1. The complete species list (including herbs and other low species) for all areas 
visited is presented in the Appendix. As anyone who has worked in savanna veaetation 
:::. 
knows, it is often difficult to decide the correct growth-fonn category of a species, and 
therefore it is important to explain the criteria we have used. Our 'trees and large shrubs' 
include those shrubs which exceed 1 m in height and have long-lived woody aerial stems. 
Plants with short-lived woody shoots usually produced in a single flush of growth from a 
xylopodium (hemixyles, or renewable shrubs), e.g. many species of Cassia (sens. lat.), 
lvlimosa, Nfalpighiaceae etc.) are not included in this category. 'Smaller shrubs (including 
hemixyles) and herbs' are lumped together as a single category in the Appendix, while 
lianas and climbers, and parasites, are given distinct categories. Detailed phytosociological 
data are given in Tables 2-3 and synthesized in Table 4. The results of the soil analyses are 
shown in Table 5. 
A total of 130 species were observed of which 61 were trees or large shrubs. However, 
during the quantitative surveys, only 12 species were recorded with a diameter at breast 
height (dbh) of ~ 5 cm and no single area surveyed had more than 10 woody species. It was 
rare for the larger woody plants to achieve heights in excess of 4 m, or for the occasional 
emergents (usually Bvrsonima crass{folia, Himatanthus articulatus and, occasionally, 
Roupala montana) to exceed 6m. All areas were characterised by their dwarfed stature, 
which was of a lower and more open structure compared to the cerrado sensu stricto of 
Central Brazil. 
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The commonest species observed were Bvrsonima crass{folia and Himaranthus 
articulatus which occurred at every study site. All areas showed a few species with similar 
high IVI ranks, principally Bvrsonima crass{folia, Himatanthus articulatus, Qurarea 
hexasperma and Bvrsonima coccolohifo/ia. Curatella americana, Tocovena formosa, 
. 
SalverNa convailariodora, Roupala montana, Byrsonima crassa, Aeg(vhila cf. parv{fiora. 
Anacardium occidentale and Rauvo(fia pentaphvlla were present in lower numbers. The 
analysis of the measurements of trees with dbh ~ 10 cm showed no change in the order of 
IVI values, except for an added record of Trattinickia rhoifolia at site 8, therefore these 
results are not presented. None of the sites had species exceptional for savannas, except for 
the two northernmost areas where Humiria balsam{fera, Chrvsobalanus [caco and a 
Bactris sp. were recorded. 
The majority of areas had under 100 individuals per hectare, but an exception (site 4) 
had more than 200 individuals (Table 4). A latitudinal gradient in physiognomy was 
observed, with the northernmost sites tending to have a more strongly developed 
hebaceous layer and fewer trees and shrubs. 
A visual estimate of the ground cover of the savanna areas visited ranged from 40% to 
100% and tended to be dominated by the grass Trachvpogon plumosus and the sedge 
Bulbostylis spadicea, with Scleria cyperina, Rhvnchospora barhata and Paspalum 
carinatum also common. 
The TWINSP AN classification of the floristic infonnation indicates a latitudinal 
pattern existing within the savanna, with all the northern sites (sites 7 to 11) separated from 
the southern sites on the basis of their component species (Fig. 2). Site 11 is classified 
distinctly from all other sites at the first division due to a high percentage of its flora 
(Bactri,~ sp. Chrysohalanlls icaca, Clusia sp. Dliroia duckei and Quratea castanae(olia) 
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only noted at this site. Species identified by TWINSPA,'J as being strongly preferencial to 
the southern areas of savanna include Bowdichia virgilio ides, Aeg(ohila cf. parviflora and 
S.alvertia convallariodora. The authors also noted apparent distribution gradients of some 
other principal species such as Bvrsonima verbascifolia which dramatically increased in 
abundance in the north of the state. Some species, Bvrsonima crassifolia, B. cocolobifolia, 
Himatanthus articulatus. Quratea hexasperma, Annona paludosa and Curatella americana 
were widely distributed. 
The soils of all areas ranged from sandy to clayey, and were strongly to medium acid 
(PH ~ 5.5). They were poor in nutrients, and low in organic matter, with the soil surface 
frequently indurated by iron concretions (Table 5). 
The ordination of the areas based on soil information shows a pattern which is highly 
correlated to vegetation physiognomy (Fig. 2). The eigenvalues for the four PCA axes were 
0.43,0.167,0.137 and 0.086. The cumulative percentage variance for the axes were, 
respectively, 43.4%, 60.1 %, 73.9% and 82.5%. The first axis was positively correlated with 
fine sand (FS), and negatively correlated with coarse sand (CS), silt and clay, whilst axis II 
was positively correlated to pH and magnesium (Mg) and negatively correlated to phosphorus 
(P) and calcium (Ca). The study sites with average vegetation height (sites 6 and 9) were 
negatively correlated with axis I, and contained high levels of clay (>30%). Sites with higher 
height averages (sites 3, 4, 7 and 8) were positively correlated with axis I, and had lower clay 
levels (between 15-20% for site 4 and 8, and 30% for sites 3 and 7). However, site 2. also of 
higher vegetation height showed a negative correlation with Axis I and had high clay values 
(~40%). Only one site, with a high vegetation height (site 11), showed an extremely high 
negative correlation with axis I. The soils of this site contained only fine sand (74%) with a 
clay composition up to 25%~ and contained species characteristic of a waterlogged habitat 
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The savanna vegetation of Amapa is poor in species compared to the cerrados of Central 
Brazil. It is not uncommon for cerrado areas to harbour more than 100 tree and larcre shrub e 
species (Ratter 1980; Gibbs et al. 1983; Pott et al. 1986; Oliveira-Filho & Martins 1991; 
F elfili et al.1993), while the present study recorded only 61, despite surveying 11 savanna 
areas covering two degrees of latitude. Previous floristic studies conducted in the state of 
Amapa (Azevedo 1967; RADAM 1974) recorded a total of 14 species of trees. Only two 
species from these studies, an unidentified member of Burseraceae (breu branco, probably 
Protium sp. or Tetragastris un~foliolata (Eng!.) Quatr.) (Azevedo 1967) and a species of 
Qualea (RADAi\1 1974) were not found in this study. 
The relative species poorness of the Amazonian savannas is well documented. Milliken 
& Ratter (1989) recorded 31 tree and large shrub species in a Curatella americana/ Bvrsonima 
crass{folia campo on Maraca island in Roraima, whilst the current authors have recorded 46 
such species in the savannas near Alter do Chao, Para (of which Miranda (1993) found 19 
species within a 3.5 ha area). Other accounts of relatively depauperate floras in the savannas 
of Brazilian Amazonia and also those of Guyana, Surinam, Venezuela and Colombia have 
been published by a number of authors (Egler 1960; Takeuchi 1960; Blydenstein 1967; 
Goodland 1966; van Donselaar 1965; Bastos 1984; Gottsberger & Morawetz 1986). Although 
the majority of these sites are species poor, relatively diverse floras have also been 
documented for some isolated savanna areas in Amazonia: for instance, Janssen (1986) listed 
67 species of trees for the savannas near Humaita. in the state of Amazonas. The reasons for 
the paucity of species in most of these areas remains unclear. although the presence of a 
,,,,.., 
perched high water-table has been proposed as a contributing factor (Sanniemo & Monasterio 
1975). 
All of the species dominating the woody component of the .L\mapa savannas are common 
in the Brazilian cerrados. Curatella americana and Byrsonima crasstfolia are widespread in 
South and Central American savannas and their ability to withstand periodic waterlogging, 
enabling them to colonise a wide variety of sites, is well-known (see, for instance, Foldats & 
Rutkis 1975; Ratter 1992). The savannas of Amapa are dominated by only a few species, and 
this appears to be a common feature of many of the Amazonian savannas. Although C. 
americana and B. crassiialia are usually among the dominant species in most Amazonian 
savannas, there is much variation between sites in the other principal species. In Amapa, 
Himatanthus articulatus, Quratea hexasverma and Byrsonima coccolobifolia are the most 
1 $ 
common, followed by B. crasstfolia and C. americana. However, Gottsberger & Morawetz 
(1986) noted Physocalvmma scaberrimum (a species not recorded in Amapa) as being one of 
the dominants in Humaita, while Takeuchi (1960) reported that Cassia flexuosa (also 
unrecorded in Amapa) is sometimes found as a mono dominant in the savannas ofRoraima 
state. This variation in the principal species probably has as much to do with chance as with 
ecological preferences. The lack of both floristic and ecological information limits further 
discussion. 
The only unusual woody species recorded were Chrysoba1anus icaco (also recorded by 
Azevedo (1967)) and Humiria balsamifera, both recorded north of the city of Amapa. The 
Occurrence of these species was associated with the presence of well-drained sandy soils, and 
our samples collected from the two white sand sites (10 and 11) were very different in texture 
from all the others (due to the absence of coarse sand) and showed the lowest levels of 
calcium, magnesium, phosphorus and organic matter. In fact, white sand woodlands are a 
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typical habitat of H. balsamifera across northern South ."-\merica (Granville 1982; van 
Donselaar 1965). Milliken & Ratter (1989) recorded it associated with Curatella americana 
and Byrsonima crassifolia on Maraca island, Roraima, and Bastos (1984) on Maraj6 Island. 
Chrysohalanus icaco is very characterisic of the low savanna scrub which occurs behind the 
strand line of the Central American (Furley and Ratter 1992) and northern South American 
coast (Huber 1898, on Maraj6 Island) and this habitat resembles that of the Amapa savannas. 
In contrast to the Central Brazilian cerrados, only one species of the Vochysiaceae 
(Salvertia convallariodora) and two of the Leguminosae (Anadenanthera peregrina and 
Bowdichia virgilio ides) were found. These are two of the most important woody families of 
the cerrado in tenns of both vegetation cover and number of species. Qualea grandiflora, Q. 
multiflora and Q. parviflora of the Vochysiaceae are amongst the most widespread cerrado 
tree species (Ratter & Dargie 1992) but there are no substantiated records from the savannas 
of Amapa, although RAD ALYf (1974) refer to the presence of a 'Qualea'. Q. parviflora is not 
found in savannas further north than Humaita, Amazonas state (Janssen 1986), whilst Q. 
grandiflora is found as far north as Monte Alegre, just north of the Amazon river (Andrade-
Lima 1958). There are no records of either of these species from the savannas of Roraima 
state. Salvertia convallariodora shows an interesting pattern of distribution in Amapa where it 
is abundant in the south and absent in the north. The presence of great numbers of apparently 
young or dwarf plants was noted in areas where few trees of this species occurred and perhaps 
a process of northward colonization is occurring. Amapa represents the northernmost 
Brazilian distribution of s.. convallariodora, although it has been recorded as far north as 
Surinam (Kubitzki 1983). Of the two species of Leguminosae, Anadenanthera peregrina was 
only found on the savanna border with gallery forest, while Bowdichia virgi/ioides shows the 
same distribution pattern as~. cQnvailariodora, being present in the south and absent in the 
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north. This species is abundant from the cerrados of Sao Paulo in the south to the savannas of 
Venezuela in the north. 
The tree savannas we studied in Amapa were of small stature, with low and sparse trees 
compared to those of the majority of cerrado vegetation in Central Brazil. This is in common 
with many Amazonian savannas, but there are exceptions: the savannas of Alter do Chao. 
Pani, for example, have a dense tall woody component and show a classic cerrado form. i'v{any 
factors might be involved in the prevalence of dwarf savannas in Amazonia (e.g. soil nutrients 
and water-table depths) and this would provide an interesting field for further investigation. 
Some of the most common ground cover species in Amapa, such as species of 
Trach,vpogon, BuIbQstvlis and Paspalum are also the principal species in other Amazonian 
savannas (Egler 1960, Takeuchi 1960, Sanaiotti & Magnusson 1995). 
The soils at all sites were sandy to clayey and strongly to medium acid, with low 
levels of silt (:::; 4%). Similar soil properties were found by Souza et aI. (1992) and 
RADAM (1974), although in both cases greater levels of silt were recorded (~ 10%). 
Currently the only conservation unit in Amapa that includes the savanna ecosystem is the 
APA do Curiau in the south of the state. This includes less than 2% of the total savanna area 
of the state, and to ensure adequate protection of the savanna vegetation of Amapa, more 
effective conservation units need to be established. These should take into account the 
latitudinal gradient described in this study. From our studies, we have suggested to the Amapa 
local Government Environmental Department (CElvIA) the following five savanna areas that 
could provide the focus of any future conservation initiatives within the state: 
1) Area do Exercito (Ministry of Defence area), 53 km N of!vfacapa 
2) Gleba Pedreira - A1'fCEL. 78 km N of Nfacapa 
3) Between 40-48 km north of Macapa on the BR 156 
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4) Between the towns of Amapa and Cal<;;oene 
5) 10 Ian S ofTartarugalzinho 
The criteria used in the choice of these sites were degree of naturalness and 
representation of the range of savanna vegetation types to be found in the state. Our 
investigations are preliminary, but provide a basis for further floristic studies aimed at the 
selection of further conservation areas. 
As well the floristic aspect. fauna and habitat use must be considered when suggesting 
conservation areas. Since the Central Brazilian savannas are known to support large numbers 
of migratory birds (Antas 1983), one of us (T.M.S.) recorded non-resident species of birds for 
all sites visited as a subsidiary to the main vegetation study. Three migratory species were 
observed throughout the state from north to south, including the rare Piranga rubra. Also 
observed were Tyrannus savana and, in the varzea, Leistes militaris. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of the savanna vegetation of .:.\mapa showing the 11 stUdy sites 
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Figure 2. CA) TWINSPA .. J."'T hierarchical classiiication of the 11 study sites after 
two levels of division. (B) peA of 22 CO-I0 em) soil samples from eight study sites: 
(0) site 2, Co) site 4, C~) site 8, Co) site 11, C+) site 3, C~) site 7, Ce) site 6, CA) site 9. 
Open symbols = vegetation height about 3 m, closed symbols = vegetation height 
above 4 m, others = vegetation near forest borders. 
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I.aale l. List of all tree and large shrub species occurring in the 11 survey sites (N=59). (5) present only as a 
small shrub (b) present only on the border with gallery forest. 
SITES 
SPECIES 2 3 ..\. 5 6 - 3 9 to 11 , 
de.'t.I~hila cf cremara Moldenke .'( 
de.'t.i~hila cf. earviflorq Moldenke .'( x .'( x x 
d!J.g~rd.ium Qr;.r;.ide.nra~ L. x x x .x 
:/nade.oqnrhe.ra ~e.re'lrinq Speg. b 
dlJ.!!Qng ~q'udosa AubI. x .'( s x x 
di.trQ!!ium /i:.rJAjni[Q.{iu[!J. Schott b 
~sp. .'( 
Il.Qwdir;.hiq vir~iliQ.ide.~ Kunth x x b x 
ll:i.rs.Qnimq r;.Q{;.'-Q/Q.{zi[olia Kunth x x x x x x .'( .'( x 
/lyrsonima cf.~ Nied. x x x x x 
fJ;Lrs.Q{ljma r;,ra~3.i[Q.lia (L.) Kunth x x .'( x x x .'( x x .'( x 
Ca,Ii.arig u~nd.it1Qrq Cambess. x x x x x 
CilH.a(.ia s:t.lve.3.[ri~ Sw. x x x s x x 
Ch~Q{zqlqny.~ i{;.gr;.Q L. x 
x 
~sp. 
~r;,r;,Q{QQg sp. b x 
CQnnaru3. ~erQttetii (DC.) Planch. var. (J.n'i:1J.~ti[Q.lillm Radlk. x 
CIJJZanig r;ii~!D!.lIg Vahl x 
ClIra~lla gme.r:.ieang L. x ,x x x x x x .'( x 
x 
QurQig r;iur;/ce j Huber 
E.o!,thrQ,D!,llJ.m ~l2erQ~y'm A. St. HiI. s s 
GIJ.e.tfg,rdq sp. b 
Hgnr;.orniq ~Jlec.i!lli1 Nees & Mart. x x 
Himatanthus qrticulatus (Vah!) R. E. Woodson x x x x x x x x x 
x 
x 
x x x x fijrte.l1q r;,iliatq Mart. ex Zucco x 
Hirte.lIa racemosa Lam. var. he:candra (Willd. ex R. & S.) x x x 
x 
x x 
ti.umir:.iq I2g'~ami(t:.rg (Aubl.) St. HiI. 
fb.me.!!Q.lQO.iy'm cf. ae.trae.um Ducke b 
in'lg mar~inata WiJld. b 
laroranda eOQaia (Aubl.) D. Don x 
Ladstemg a~wef'atum (Berg) Rusby s 
x 
x 
Lq[oensia cf. gaeari A. St. Hil. 
x x 
Lironiq IQn,{i3.tvlg (Hook. f.) Fritsch 
b 
~sp. x 
lv/'gl2rQune.q 'i:1J.ianen~is. Aubl. s 
Me;ilalJ.rus lindaviana Schwacke & Mez b b 
x x 
Myreia cupreq Kiaersk. x x 
~ cf...fgjJg (Rich.) DC. x 
~sp. x 
QlJ.rgce.q r;,a~ta{le.ae.(Q/ia Engl. x x x x x 
Q!lcrue.g hr.'Cq3.Qe.rmg (St. Hit.) Benth. x x x x x x x s 
s s x s Palkoure.a ri~ida Kunth b 
Pfathvmen;a retieu/ata Benth. 
x x 
b.kiiJm! sp. x x 
RalJYQlfia Q.f:.nt(JJl.h'L.llg Ducke x b x x x x 
ROl/oa/g mQntana Aubl. 
x .'( x x 
~Qlve.ctia r;,Q!D!,gllgriadQrQ St. Hil. x x 
Sq~ium lon~ifQ.lj!/m Boj. x 
x b x 
S,imqrQ,y'Qg g,mgm Aubl. 
S.im'llQ.!tl2g ve.rs.ir;.Q,IQr St. Hil. 
.'( 
S,iaIJD.mg ~ign,n3.iJ Aubl. x 
Svmo/QcQ3. ~tIlanen3.is Guerke b x 
Tabe.bliig aurea Bcnth. & Hook. 
x 
b 
Iabebu;a rerrqtj[Q.lia Rolfe A. O. F. x :< "( :< 
Tocoyena formOSa (C. & S.) Schum. x x x 
rCQ.l£;air;.~Q. rhQi(fl/i(J. Willd. b x x x 
fum;a ~iane.ns;s (Aubl.) Choisy '( 
x b 
fiJusp, x 
&!IQQ;IOI «'CQlllQtjca. Lam. ,-, Ii 18 
~ II II 
.,n 1" ,!! '0 ':) r c 
Table 2. Phytosociologicai data for the two savanna areas surveyed with 20 point PCQ transeC"'.s (>5cm dbh). 
Opposite Embrapa station (site 4) 4 kIn N of Ferreira Gomes (site 8) 
Total ReI. ReI. ReI. Total ReI. ReI. ReI. 
SPECIES n ba dens. dam. freq. IVI n ba dens. dom. freq. 
Byrsonima crassifolia 28 0.36 35.00 32.64 29.08 96.73 34 0.58 ~2.50 ~ 1.28 31.25 
Himatanthus articulatus 11 0.21 13.75 18.94 14.55 47.23 26 0.78 32.50 30.88 35..1.2 
Ouratea hexasperma 15 0.23 18.75 20.38 21.80 60.94 I 0.05 1.25 2.67 2.08 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 12 0.13 15.00 11.91 14.55 ~1.46 I I 0.20 13.75 10.46 16.67 
Roupala montana 3 0.03 3.75 2.67 3.64 10.06 0 0 0 0 0 
Curateila americana ., 0.04 2.50 3.03 3.64 9.17 2 0.02 2.50 1.39 4.17 J 
Hirteila ciliata 3 0.06 3.75 5.30 3.64 12.68 0 0 0 0 0 
Tocoyena formosa ., 0.02 3.75 1.90 3.64 9.29 0 0 0 0 0 J 
Bowdichia virgilioides 2 0.02 2.50 1.77 3.64- 7.91 0 0 0 0 0 
Anacardium occidentale 0.02 1.25 1.46 1.82 4.53 5 0.25 6.25 13.02 8.33 
Maprounea guianensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 1.25 0.30 2.08 
Totals 81 1.12 100 100 100 300 80 1.89 100 100 100 
11 = number of individuals; ba = basal area (m~lha); Rel.dens. = relative density; Rel.dom. = relative dominance; 
Rel.freq. = relative frequency; IVI = importance value index. 
Table 3. Phytosocioiogicai data for the two savanna areas surveyed with 50 x 20m quadrats (>5cm dbh) 














50lan S ofTartaruga1zinho (site 9) Gleba Pedreira da AMCEL (site 6) 
Total ReI. Rei. ReI. Total ReI. ReI. ReI. 
SPECIES n ba dens. dom. freq. LVI n ba dens. dom. freq. IVI 
Ouratea hexasperma 15 0.32 50.00 40.79 27.28 118.05 5 0.17 31.15 27.99 28.57 87.81 
Byrsonima crassifoiia 8 0.16 26.67 19.97 27.27 73.92 7 0.17 43.75 27.92 28.57 100.24 
Byrsonima coccolobifolia 
-+ 0.17 13.33 21.41 18.18 52.93 3 0.18 18.75 
29.51 28.57 76.83 
Himatanthus articularus 1 0.01 3.33 6.60 9.09 19.02 1 0.09 6.15 14.58 14.19 
35.12 
Curatella americana 0.08 
., .,., 10.30 9.09 22.73 0 0 0 0 0 0 J.JJ 
Palicourea rigida 0.01 3.33 0.93 9.09 13.35 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Totals 30 0.75 100 100 100 300 16 0.61 100 
100 100 300 
. - I . d nsity· Rei dom = relative dominance: 
n:: number of individuals: ba = basal area (m~/ha); Rel.dens. - re atlve e , . . 
Rel.freq. = relative frequency; {VI = importance value index. 
1..+ 1 
Table 4. Phytosociological information of the four savannas surveyed (> 5cm dbh). Area = area 
surveyed; n = number of individuals; ns = number of species; nf = number of families; 
ba = basal area per hectare; ah = average height. 
Site Site Method no. of Area n ns nf ba ah 
no. samples (ha) (ml/ha) (m) 
Opposite EMBRAP A 4 PCQ 20 0.38 80 10 9 1.12 3.95 
4 Ian N of Ferreira Gomes 8 PCQ 20 1.29 80 7 6 1.89 4.50 
Gleba Pedreira-AMCEL 6 Q 2 0.20 16 4 3 0.61 3.11 







Table 5. Soil pH, exchangeable aluminium (AI), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), phosphorus (P) and 
potassium (K), organic matter (OM), coarse sand (CS), flne sand (FS) and particle size composition 
for 0-10 cm deep soil samples for seven areas. Values are means of the sample numbers (N) indicated. 
Site site pH OM P K Ca Mg AI Clay CS 
no. H:O (%) (ug gO') (meq / 100g·i) (%) 
27 km N of Macapa 2 5.4 1.37 2.7 6.7 0.06 0.11 0.99 44 26 
(N= 3) 
Inside ENID RAP A 3 4.9 1.56 2.7 3.0 0.18 0.10 0.84 32 15 
(N = I) 
Opposite EMBRAPA 4 4.9 0.67 2.8 1.2 0.10 0.05 0.37 14 8 
(N = 5) 
Gleba Pedreira-AMCEL 6 4.7 1.69 j -_.) 3.0 0.10 0.05 0.85 41 32 
(N=2) 
113-114 km N of Amapa 7 4.9 1.51 2.6 2.0 0.15 0.05 0.78 33 19 
(N= I) 
4 km N of Ferreira Gomes 8 4.8 0.99 3.0 5.8 0.11 0.06 0.45 19 37 
(N = 6) 
50 km S ofTarrarugaizinho 9 4.8 2.19 2.9 7.0 0.17 0.08 0.68 33 26 
(N = 3) 
0.08 25 5 km S of CaI~oene II 4.5 0.35 2.4 0.0 0.07 0.04 











"'1'1'-" .... -.--~. ~u -'1-' ...... , ... " Vl U ", .. , .)111 uu.) auu lICl U~ uoservea In the II study areas. RhabdodendrQn 
amazonicum and Vimla sebifera were only recorded outside the study areas. (w) trees and large 
shrubs: (h) small shrubs and herbs: (p) parasite: (I) liana or herbaceous climber. 
Je'liQhila cf. cremara Moldenke w Laeis/ema ag'?re~atum (Berg) Rusby w deg;Qhila cf. parvtflora Moldenke w Latoensia cf qqcari A. SL Hi!. w Alibertia elliorica (Cham.) K. Schum. h Licama longisryla (Hook. () Fritsch w Amasonia camoestris (Aubl.) Moldenke h ~sp. w Anaeardium Qccide.ntaie. L. w Macroptilium lathvrQides (L.) Urban h Anarienanthe.ra Qere.grina Speg. w ,\lfanihot sp. h Annong Qg/uaQJJl. Aubl. w 
. 'vfaQ.rQune.a l:J.liqne!y'is. Aubl. w ~sp. h Me.rremia ature!y'is. HaJlier [ h Astronium fraxim(olium Schott. w Mezilqurus lindaviqnq Schwacke & Mez w ~sp. w 
.'vficonia alata DC. h Bo"eriq sp. h 
.'vficoniq albicans (Sw.) Triana h /J.awdl~iq vir'liliQid,s. Kunth w Miconiq ciliata Benth. h /i.ur;.hne.rq o.qlu~tris. Spreng. h 
.'vficonia rufe.sce.ns (AubL) DC. h 
/J.IJ/ll.asDLlis. sQ.aal,e.q Kunth h 
.'vfQutall.e.a sp. h 
Bvrsanimq cocr;.Qloll.ifo/ja Kunth w 
.\1vrr;.ia CUllreq Kiaersk. w 
BvrSQnimq cf. ~Nied. w Myrcia fal/ax (Rich.) DC. w 
!JyrsQnjmq crassifo/ia (L.) Kunth w Myrcja sy/vatica DC. h fJ.yrsonimq verbqsr;ifo{iq Rich. ex A. Juss. h ~sp. w 
Case.qria grqnaitlora Cambess. w QurqlC.q r;,as.C(l!le,qe[Q.ljg EngJ. w 
CilHgrlg sy(v~tris. Sw. w QuralC.a hexasrzmna (A. St. Hi!.) Benth. w 
Cassvtha sp. p Pagqme,g l:1J.iClllB.!Y.is. Aub!. h 
Cb.amae,crista desvauxii (Coli ad.) Killip h Palicoure.a rivdq Kunth w 
Chqmae.crista diohylla Greene h Pa~/um r;Qrinqtul!l Fluegge h 
Cb.amqe,r;,rista ramruq (Vogel) H. S. Irwin Peramq hirsuta AubJ. h 
& R. C. Bameby h Plqt!!Jl.me,niq reticuiqtq Benth. w 
Cb.a.s.aQqiqnus. iQ;J.'Q L. w PolYWa apres.sa Benth. h 
Clid.,mjq se.r.ic.s:.g D. Don h Po/yga/a variqQilis. Kunth h 
CJ.u;jg sp. w PQly'lQ/a chimQY.tQu Aubt. h 
Co"alQll.g sp. w Ps.idillm sp. w 
Cocb.lospermum re.gium (Schrank) Pilg. h Psyr;.hoiriq Il.qr/J.iflQra DC. h 
Comoliq Iytrariaide,s. (Steud.) Naud. h Psychotria sp. h 
Connarus. o.e.rottetii (DC.) P!anch. RguvQlfia (2e,llc(lJl!!Jl.{la Ducke w 
var. angustifQ.lium Radlk. w 8.hal1.aad~ndrQn g,m~Qni!:Mm (Spr. ex. Benth.) Hub. w 
Cord.ia my./llmJc.gtg Cham. h 8.hynchQSf)ora bqrl1.ata (Vahl) Kunth h 
Coutouhe,a sp. h RQ!lQ.ala montana AubL w 
~ aip!!Jl./la Vahl w Raurea sp. h 
Curqtella americ.gna L. w Sq/ve.rtia 'Qnvailqri(2aQra A. St. Hi!. w 
~ te,nui[oliq (Aubl.) Knob!. h Saaium /ong![Q.lium Boj. w 
Davillg, ru'lQN Poir. I Sauvaus.ia erecta L. h 
Dec/ie,yx/a fmti,asq (Willd. ex. R. & S.) O. Ktze. h Scieriq cwe,rina Kunth h 
Derris. fiarill.undg (Benth.) Ducke I Sell.as.tianiq sp. h 
DemQaium ll.arl1.atllm Bendt. & Oerst. h Simqraull.q amara Aubl. w 
~sp. I SimarQull.a vers.iea/Qr A. St Hil. w 
~sp. h SiQ.ane,q qrate!y'is Aubl. h 
I SiQ.arunq ~iarre,nsis Aubl. w DaliaCGrpYS cf. Il.re,vio.e.dic.e,lIaws. Garcke 
h Sisyrinchium incurvaWm Gardn. Duroia dur;.ke,i Huber w 
h StylQs.(l!lt&s. roia!le,!y'is Sw. Criose,mq sp. h 
SWnQlocQs. l:1J.iarre!y'i.s Guerke w £rythrary{um suberoswn A. St. Hil. w 
Tall.e,l1.ulG qure.q Bendt. & Hook. w 'l4~aifl. ll.itlJJ.ra DC. h 
Tal1.ell.uiq se.rrati{Q.lig Rolfe A. O. F w 'I4U aja Q.unicaefolig DC. h 
Tall.e,mae.mQntanq flavicans (R.&.S.) Miers h h Ga(q'lig tu.r.s.iae.nq Kunth 
Te,ms.rroe.mig cf. de,licgwlg Choisy h Quettarcfq sp. w 
TiIl.Ql/~ina aSQ.era Aubl. h h Hal1.e,naria sp. 
Tor;,oyena [ormosa (C.& S.) Schum. w Haacamjg sQ.e.k.iQSQ Nees & Mart. w 
h h [rar;.!JJaz.QgQn Q./llmosus Nees He/kanig rujtta,orul!l U: 
Trat£inic.kia rhoi[Q.lia Willd. w Himqtgnthys arli!:Miaws. (VallI) R. E. Woodson w 
Turne,ra bras.iliensls Willd. ex Schult h liirtel/g c.iliqra Man. ex Zucco w h Turnerg IIlmi[Q./ig L. fiirte.ilg rac.s:.mQm Lam. vat. 
Tllrnera sp. h hexandra (Willd. ex R. & S.) w 
Ulnqllwia spp. (2 species) h ffHmiria bqlsqmr{era (Aubl.) A. St. Hi!. w 
VirQIa se.l1.ifera Vahl w HY{)a/vrrum cf. (2u/,hnlTf! (Rudge) PtTet: h Vismia ~nnensls (Aubl.) Choisy h fiJpolYtrul!l sp. h Vismia fflliqnensis (Aubl.) Choisy w lh'meaa1all.ium cf. o.e.iraellm Ducke w w 
k.h£hyathe,re te,rmillqW (Spreng.) Malme h Virex sp. XyloQ.la qrQmatim Lam. w IMa !!1.qr'lingtq Willd. w ~ lr1ba~iq me.ruiesc.ens (AubL) Griseb. h 1v!:1.I sp 
-klkarandq c.OQ.qia (Aubl.) D. Don w 
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Amapa (savanna) - 45 km N of Macapa on the road BR 156, opposite the EMBRAPA-CPAF 
station (00° 27'N, 51° 39'W). (Forest) - 31 Ian on the road BR 210, W of Porto Grande towards 
Serra do Navio, going into a farm 2 Ian along a secondary road (00° 37'N, 51 ° 39'W). 
Alter do Chao (savanna) - 15 km from Alter do Chao on the road PA 457 towards Santarem. then 
10 km along the road to Ponta de Pedra (02° 28'S, 54° 54'W). (Forest) - 12 km E of Alter do Chao, 
on the road PA 457 towards Santarem, then 2 km south on a road to a farm (02° 33'S, 54° 52'W). 
Roraima (savanna) - on the road from Boa Vista to Igarape Agua boa de Cima, 3 km after the 
bridge, (02° 54'N, 60° 32'W). (Forest) - 5 Ian E of Boa Vista, after crossing the Branco River, 72 
km S on the road BR 170 to the colonization settlement "Confiam;:a 3" (02° 16'S, 60° 43'W). 
Humaita (savanna) - 150 East of Humaita city, along the Tranzamazonica Highway (BR230), 
from there 80 km S on the road towards Bodoc6 (08° 30'S, 61° 38'W). (Forest) - 23 km S of 
Bodoc6 (09° 45'S, 61° 25'W). 
Chapada dos Parecis (savanna) - on the road MT 170, 3 Ian N after crossing the road BR 364 
(14° 19'5, 58° 02'W). (Forest) - 200 km N of the savanna core (described for Humaita forest - 09° 
45'S, 61° 25'W). 
Reden~ao (savanna) - 18 km E of the city of Redenc;ao, on the road PA 287 towards Conceic;ao do 
Araguaia (08° 08'S, 49° 54'W). (Forest) - 80 km E of the city of Redenc;ao, on the road PA 287 
towards Conceic;ao do Araguaia (08° 16'S, 49° 22'W). 
Carolina (savanna) - T23, 18 km N of the city of Carolina on the road BR 230 (or 010) towards 
Estreito (70 11 'S, 47° 25'W). (Forest) - 10 Ian on the road BR 226 from Darcin6polis (state of 
Tocantins) towards Estreito, then 30 km on a road towards the Mumbuca river (47° 44'W, 6° 
31 'S). 
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Appendix 5.2. Soil organic matter 8 13C values (%0) for all sites. 
Amapa Alter do Chao Roraima SE Humaita 
Depth (m) Forest Savanna Forest Savanna Forest Savanna Forest Savanna 

























1.4 - 1.6 -25.97 -15.00 
-26.39 -23.3 
-24.8 -18.90 -23.64 -19.45 
1.8 - 2.0 -25.64 -16.59 -26.19 -23.26 
-20.04 -23.72 -22.88 
2.2 - 2.4 -25.13 -16.20 
-26.74 -23.28 -25.73 -20.89 -23.43 -23.58 
2.6 - 2.8 -25.55 -18.64 -26.37 -23.96 -26.33 -21.42 -23.67 -23.42 
3.0 - 3.2 -26.75 -21.16 -25.62 -23.17 -21.49 -24.23 -23.24 
3.4 - 3.6 -27.06 -22.56 -27.1 -24.2 -27.31 -23.37 -24.64 -23.72 
3.8 - 4.0 -22.83 -27.07 -24.37 -26.2 -23.65 -24.74 -24.41 
4.4 - 4.6 
-26.65 
Chapada dos Parecis Reden.;ao Carolina 
Depth (m) Forest Savanna Forest Savanna Forest Savanna 
0.0 - 0.05 -28.58 -18.20 -28.83 -22.01 -29.37 -24.89 
0.1 - 0.2 -27.77 -17.63 -26.58 -24.02 -28.07 -19.74 
0.5 - 0.6 -25.91 -18.69 -25.05 -21.63 -27.60 -18.86 
1.0 - 1.2 -23.98 -19.73 -24.71 -24.53 -22.47 -20.72 
1.4-1.6 -23.64 -16.87 -18.59 -23.35 -21.83 
1.8 - 2.0 -23.72 -20.90 -19.99 -23.27 -23.27 
2.2 - 2.4 -23.43 -21.14 -20.84 -24.35 -24.09 
2.6 - 2.8 -23.67 -19.35 -21.65 -23.50 -25.30 
3.0 - 3.2 -24.23 -17.98 -21.9 -24.58 -23.90 
3.4 - 3.6 -24.64 -19.02 -21.48 -23.91 -24.90 
3.8 - 4.0 -24.74 -19.04 22.99 -24.48 -23.97 
4.4 - 4.6 
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